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GER Proposals 
At a full board meeting of the 
Curriculum Committee last 
thursday afternoon, the Sub-
Committee on General Educa-
tion Requirements submitted 
their report and recommenda-
tions concerning proposed 
changes in the GERs. The sub-
committee, consisting of Chair-
man Stanley Hamilton, Robert 
Boutilier, Judith Decker (ex offi-
cio), Arthur Dirks, Edward 
James, Christine Quinn, and 
Thomas Walsh, is to be er m-
mended for their hard wark )Il 
this two and a half .\ ;,:ar 
ability to think critically and 
quantitatively, as well as the 
ability to locate and process 
information. 
The sub-committee took pain-: 
staking efforts to include those 
individuals who would be instru-
mental in the reevaluation of the 
G~Rs. They held thirty one open 
meetings, formed many special 
task forces, and conducted a sur-
vey of alumni, regional employ-
ers, students, and faculty. 
The proposal, ifaccepted as is, 
would make a second English 
compositon course neccessary 
for graduation. Among other 
additions would be a mandatory 
class in creative arts, foreign lan-
guages and non-western civi1iza-
7;1;;;;iit~y~'~f&:e~,~~G;,,o:m:m~it;;7o, .. !~7~J:~::!:~~:g:;;i::!""" 
"reflect the rich mix aqd diver- i). What ·would be missing from 
sity found inour large .conirrn.m-, the GERs as they stand
 atpres-
it y." The Sub-Committee ent wo.uld be 6 credi
ts of GER 
recommended that the gener?.! electives. 
education program be based rn Other recomm
endations 
the idea that all educated p.'' .. included in the pro
posal would 
sons, whatever their can~. r be "that double co
unting 
intersts, should possess aca- between the academ
ic major and 
demic skills in writing, speaking the G ERs no longer
 be allowed; 
clearly and effectively,-have the however, specific pr
ograms with 
Heritag·e W ee'k 
exceptional pn?blems may peti-
tion the Curriculum Commit-
tee;" This means that classes 
required by your major may not 
count toward fulfilling your 
GERs. One other major change 
would be that a Writing Profi-
ciency Examination be required 
in order . to qualify for 
graduation. 
The current college policy 
with regard to testing out of 
classes would be retained. 1t also 
provides and encourages self 
designed GER, or portions the-
reof, in consultation with the 
Academic Dean and Advisor. 
The proposal, at present, is in 
the process of being discussed at 
several open meetings of the 
Curriculum ... Cummit.te.e_.,Jl.QW . 
through the end of May (see 
insMe for dates and times). At 
the ·,end of these meetings the 
Committee will send their 
recommendation to the All.Col-
'lege Committee which will in 
turn discuss and make their 
recommendation to President 
. Adrian Rondileau who will 
make the final decision. 




Special to The Comment 
There are five academic 
departments of Bridgewater 
State College currently not 
accessable for major study. This 
means that one can not graduate 
from BSC with a major in the 
fo.llowing disc1'ffbes~cort'Bm­
i cs, Media/Librarianship, 
Secondary Education, Religious 
Studies and Music. The music 
department has begun the preli-
minary work, by asking students 
to fill out questionaires. One 
response given by the majority of 
,, the.students p,olled has been that 
they know or knew of students 
who would have liked Bridge-
water State, except that there. 
was no music major offered. 
They are presently atten~ing 
.schools. that do offer t.he m~J(}l'.; 
;ftiahinterview wHhthe·.jriu"siC' 
'. ... " ,. .~ .. ' . ,'' ,,- ''' (' 
·. ; . ,, ' 
-
department 'the question was by adding a music 
major the col-
asked: why has a music major lege would be. enhanced and 
not been· peveloped? Dr. Ian become more at
tractive. Dr. 
Johnstone, \ Chairper:son, . said, Ridlon also. com
mented that 
.. There had been other attempts when the stronge
st push was 
-· but they had been unsuccessful." made in the mid 
to late 60s, "the 
He· also. informed this reporter department didn't 
have the com-
that the department is only in the position it has [now] in term
s of 
first stages· of developing a earned doctorates
". Both Dr. 
major. This is called "intent to Johnstone and Dr. Ridlon feel 
plan". It consists of writing the that the. music 
department is 
propO"sal, then submitting it to .quite capable of
 handling a 
Dr. Robert Dillman, Vice Presi- music major." It has also been 
dent of Academic Affairs. He said that the origi
nal reason for 
will discuss it with the other not allowing BSC to 
have a 
administration, which in turn music major was that Lowell 
will propose it to the Board of University, then 
Lowell State 
Regents. · College, had a very
 strong music 
Whe~ asked how long the pro- rnajor. 
cess would take Dr Johnstone BSC has had a l
ong history of 
was helpful. "A year from this music. Originally 
it was taught 
September," he answered. In an as a concentration
. When a per-
interview with Dr. Harold Rid- son .majored in elementary or 
lon,. who formerly was director secondary educ
ation, they 
of th~. dissolved Humanities and would have to learn mu~ic, art 
Creative Arts Division· of which ,, 
~n:lu~ip;~~~ 1;1;,~p;irt/·h~~ta:ted that .·. 
;f, " I~ ~ " '" 
~ •, 
. com. on p' .. 3. 
~ ', 1", ,i-
for details 
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letters to the editor ~ •• 
·MORNING TICKETS??? 
Thursday night April 18 was 
just like any other Thursday 
night here at BSC. I took my car 
and parked it at Scott Hall park-
ing lot and walked. to the Rat. 
After a few beers shared with 
good friends I found myself 
slightly under the influence. I 
used my better judgement and 
chose to get a ride home from a-
friend. 
At 6:30 a.m. I went back to the_ 
parking lot to retrieve my car 
only to find that at 6:26 a.m. I 
had received a ticket for parking 
in a restricted area. After 
explaini'ng the situation to the 
police officer he bluntly told me 
that I was at fault for parking in 
this area and I shou.ld have 
parked in the lower lot. 
My question is what differ-
ence would it make for me to 
park in a staff area lot at night. I 
MEMORIAL 
As you all_ know. we are in the 
process of developing the Wil-
liam Schmeidel Memorial Fund. 
Billy was ~tudying in the Sports 
Training area and was planning 
to gradt1Jte with' the class of 
1988. He gt>talongwell with oth'.' 
er~ and was very popular among 
tho~e he came into contact with. 
We would like to thank all of you 
who have shown great concern,· 
charity. and supporL Your con-
tributions are truly appreciated. 
We ha\ e been encouraged· by 
your support and we will be con· 
wasn't depriving anyone of a 
parking space (at least not at. 
6:26 a.m.). True, l could-have 
parked in the lower lot but I 
don't feel safe walking over the 
tracks at night and returning 
even later at night. Due to lack of 
· space the buses are unable to 
enter this parking lot. Also true, 
I could have driven home so I 
wouldn't have been parked there 
at 6::26 a.m., however, I didn't 
want to risk the lives of others by 
driving under the influence. 
I feel this is a.no-win situation. 
ln either case, I would have lost. 
I could have: 
a) been arrested for drunk 
driving 
b) alone and unprotected in 
a potentially qangerous area late 
at night 
c)or leave my car and 
receive a ticket. 
tinuing the fundraising effort for 
another week. Ticket sales will 
continue in the Student Union, 
in front of the bookstore, from 
I 0:00 to 12:00 during the week of 
April 22-27. Contributions will 
be accepted at this location or in 
Room IO of Woodward Hall. 
Thank you again. 
Sincerely, 





True, I shouldn't have drank, 
but being ·with friends who I 
hadn't seen in a while, one beer 
led to another as we talked about 
the Rat closing because the insu-
rance companies will not insure 
them because of (how ironic) 
drunk driving. 
I would like to close by sug-
gesting that administration and 
campus police care more for the· 
benefit of the studen~s than wor-
rying about where faculty and 
staff will park in. the morning. 
I am open to any suggestions 
that will help any other students 
that in the future find themselves 
in this situation. 
Most Concerned. 
Kathy_Boyd 
SGA Attorney General 
Chairperson, Students Rights 




Yes, I'm sure you have noticed by now that the GER proposal 
has been submitted to the Curriculum Committee. This inciden-
tally means that it is only in the preliminary stages of approval. It 
still has a long way and a lot of changes to go before it becomes law 
of the land. I do personally have concerns with several parts of the 
proposal which I will wait until next week to share. in order that 
you may carefully read the document in its entirety and formulate 
your own opinion. I would encourage interested parties to attend 
one or all of the announced GER meetings listed in the paper to 
express comments, questions and concerns. (Sit with me I'd love 
some company). Participation is extremely important in order 
that we represent the interests of unknown would be freshman of 
years to come. 
As a side note, I was suprised at the lack offeedback concerning 
last week's Tenure Outrage article. I thought we might receive 
thousands of unsolicited letters from friends and foes alike (I 
guess I was wrong!) It makes you wonder whether people care 
about anything that do~s not fall into the self-interest category. 
Apathy seems tC?_ ~e alive and well here at BSC (and almost 
everywhere else). Write me a nasty letter in rebuttal to this state-
ment and prove me wrong. I'll refer you to the newest member of 
our fine staff. His picture and profile are on page 17. 
Have a niCe day!!! 
.,,,,~ .. --":~·~--~~--:·;;;:·· ===· =======;;:;r--,,,,..,,,.·rrrrn11zy-rs-M"on1fay!~Thurs~· •·····-·······-•·• Give yourselves a· 
day is Monday? Why is Thurs- pat on the back for Personals 
day Monday?. Who told BSC a great job, Grads! Best of luck to you! they could change what day it 
Print your personal on a clean piece of unshredded paper and 
bring it to The Comment office. When submitting personals you 
must show your Bridgewater ID. Your name is for our records only, 
and need not appear in print. Remember if we can't read it we won't 
was? And is that valid for every- · 
thing? lf you work Thursday and· 
·BSC says its'Monday, does your 
boss accept that Thursday .. is 
Monda.y? Or do you have to pick· 
between your job and education? 
Can anyone change what day· it 
is? .. Oh good!!! Today.is Satur-
. day and so is every day this· 




The views expressed as Com-
mentaries and Letters to the Edi· 
r:Jr are soley the opinions of th1 
author, ·and ar~ not necessarily 
those of The Comment, its Edi-





We offer you ·· the . most complete 
menu; in Bridgewater, everything 
. from Steak. to. Pizza, Wine and Beer. 
A/! a~ a price affordable to you. 
An1 alternativ.:'.!·'t _____ __._ _ _J!!!!~ 
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The questions surrounding 
the athletic budget this semester 
has awakened an interest as to 
how it is prepared. Whileaccusa-
tions have been made that the 
·preliminary budget is prepared 
in secret and without the input of 
students and coaches, the proce-
dure would indicate otherwise. 
According to the forms in the 
athletic department office and 
the accompanying explanation 
by Bo Ruggeiro, Athletic Direc-
tor, the initial requests fo~" each 
team come directly from the 
individual coaches end of year 
report. These reports include the 
recommendations for supply 
purchases for next year, as well 
as the competition schedule the 
coacJ:i would prefer for the next 
season. .Meanwhile the depart-
ment equipment manager takes 
_ an inventory of the supplies the 
department already has and 
compares it to the coahes' 
requests, in order to make ~his 
recommendation. 
When all the recommenda-
tions are in, Ruggiero and Mary 
Lou Thimes, Associate Athletic 
. Director, begin their work. First, 
they make a check list· of the 
necessary and normal expendi-
tures for each team. These 
include salaries for t!1e ticket 
people, lne paint for fields, etc. 
They look into meal money for 
the athletes and the costs of 
transportation to a way meets. 
They corrolate the list of 
requested supplies with the 
report of the equipment man-
ager. Finally, they have a run-
down of all the expenditures 
necessary or recommended for 
the next year. 
At this point decisions must be 
made bn where to cut. The deci-
sion process is the basis of Rug-
geiro 's and 1''himes's jobs. As 
Ruggeiro put it, his job was "not 
to allow one sport to dominate 
another" The decisons that need 
to be made must be based on the 
best intere!:t of the tot~l pro-
gram. The product of these deci-
sion is presented to the AFC 
MUSIC, cont. from p. 1 
budget committee. This commit-
tee reviews the budget, may 
make changes if they wish, and 
ask for clarification on any 
point. Finally the committee 
votes on "whether or not to 
recommend the document to 
President Rondileau. President 
Rondileau may or may not take-
the committiee's recommenda-
tion. However as he pointed out 
in the past he will usually accept 







The Bridgewater State Gol-
lege Forensics Society, the 
speech and debate organization, 
has elected its officers for the 
1985-1986 academic year. 
The officers elect are Cathe-
rine Oliveira, President, Sid 
Baum, Vice-President and Exec-
utive Treasurer, and Russell 
and/ or cookmg as a concentra- although a good many people Sherman, Executive Secretary 
tion. There were 3 phases that were still receiving teacher certi- and Public Relations Director. 
Bridgewater went through. fication. It was suggested that The program, a vital part of 
First, h was a Normal School, a one of the reasons for the failure the Department of Speech Com-
teacher training institution, then to implement a music major was munication, Theater Arts,and 
ii became Bridgewater State. that the board of higher educa- Communication Disorders, cov.,.. 
Teacher's College. A few years tion was in transition. Now after· ers twenty-four different types of 
after It became Bridgewater many years of stability, BSC still speech and debate areas, includ-
Stafe College, ·or. Ridlon and has n ~~ ... 1 'emented a music ing declamation, public speak-
Dr. Falkner, a former chairper- major. The c 'lege has waited ing, and group communication. 
son, became members of the long tim·e. Pe. aps, now, some College students from around 
. faculty. A strong emphasis was thing will be aL. .... omplished. the country participate in fore-
••••••..,.••••wi~~.,.,~~.._-~lli'll!lol!li-.,.. __ .-,..-... _ _.,_fj-les~11,epeaki~&.e'1ef.l.ts,~'T-he-activi­ti~g1fy· in forensics are directly · 
related to ·required courses in 
BBelow is a copy of the musicdepartment'squestionaire. lf 
vou have an opinion on the issue. fill it. out and return the 
form to the music department office located on the third 
floor of the library. Here is a chance to make your opinion 
·known. Speak out! -
Communications. · 
Since its founding in. 1969, 
BSC students have returned with 
over two hundred troptiies, cer-
tificates, and medallions. Stu-
dents have competed against, 
and have defeated teams from 
Ivy-league colleges such as Har-
vard, Yale, and Princton, and 
other prestigious opponents. 




















M U S I G Q U E S T i O N ~ A I A E 
A. Should 3rJdcewater Sta":;e College devel1Jp a music n:d..j )r? 
Yes __ _ No ___ _ 
B• If a mus::..:: major were available, would yeiu enroll in such? 
Yes No 
---- ----
c. Have you cGnsidered transferring to a school that offers a 
music major? 
D. 
Yes __ _ 
·NO 
Do you know of individuals who have enr1Jlled else.,rr·~re to 
pursue a major in music. but who would have enrclled o.t 
Bricip:ewater State Ci:.·llege if a music ma,jcr were available? 
Yes __ _ , No 
---
t'l NAME: ________________ _ SEX: AGE: 
----
:.[/\.TOH=-----.,---------·--- MINOR: ___________ _ 
.,. 11 .. ;·". \,Uh,., _______________ _ 







••---·---_,;, - -r --- --- "'JUJ 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
PLEASE ... 
We want to help you select 
the right car and acces-
sories for you and your 
budget. We'll tell you about 
leasing, too! 
SERVICE? 
Miskinis has won virtually 
every service award given 
by GM in the last three 
years. 
SELECTION? 
We have the largest 
Buick/Pontiac inventory 
anywhere, and it's 
demonstrated by 
knowledgeable people. 
We'll listen to what you 
say. Come talk to us. 
l:M · Conunent .3' 
Pontiacs Buicks 
Sunbirds Skyhawks 
Grand Ams · Skylarks 
Fieros /somersets 
.Firebirds 
Because we are the Largest Buick /Pontiac dealer in 
the country, we "have volume prices. We tailor 
financing or lease packages to your pocketbook. 
f'liskinis 
MISKINIS Buick/Pontiac/Isuzu 
1000 Main Street/Rte. 28, Bridgewater 
Rte. 24 is parallel and just west of us. Don't know the routes? 
Call collect for.directions 697-3113 or 580-0813. 
Much more is gained in forensics 
than just a trophy or a certifi-
c~te. Self-confidence, the ability 
to suceed, and the fostering of 
their public speaking ability 
comes out in forensics. Over 30% 
of the graduates who have been a 
part of the forensics program 
have earned their law, masters, 
or doctoral degrees. 
Any student can be arnembe.r · 
of the forensics program here at 
BSC, For further information, 
contact the forensics advisor and 
head coach, Professor Susan 
Miskelly in "The Pit", on the 
ground floor of the Student 
Union Building across from the 
Communications department 
offices. 
SPRING 1,986 LECTtJR·~~ 
DEPARTMENT OP EARTH SCl:!NCES A.rm GEOGRAPHY 
. "" 
EAP.TR S~lBNCES AND GEOGRAPHY CLUB 
BRIDGiYA:~ER STATE COLLEGE 
i;resent 
Dr. Nobu Shimizu 
Professor of Geochemistry 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
11 IONJUCROPROBE: A New Tool in Geochemi~try" 
Wednesday, April 24, 1985 
7:30 p.m. 
• • * 
.... 
LECTURE HALL 
CONANT SCIENCE BU!LDING 
Refreshments a.t. 7;00 p .. ro. 
RoomS309 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
SPRING 1985 'LECTURE SERUS 
I I I 1·· I . - , . , . ". 1.--------------------------------------------l:. 





Minutes of the Senate meeting of. 
April 16, 1985. 
Hello, again, BSC. And 
thanks for the vacation. (My pen 
was tired.) The Notebook, 
though has been carefully watch-
ing and is now reporting. 
News from a week missed and 
important to the upcoming elec-
tion is the resignation of Senator 
Darcy as Elections Director and 
the appointment of Senator 
Gravel. Other issues of interest 
· include the attempted passage of 
a constitution for a BAIRS type 
organization to put it under the 
control of the SGA. This legisla-
tion, however, was. nullified by 
President Lawrence, when the 
AFC dispute was resolved. Also, 
when an item arose to donate to 
a charity. which would have 
been the forth charitable dona-
tion this year (the motion was 
Plotke suggested that the SGA 
donate to a cause on campus. He 
suggested improvements in han-
dicapped access (Any takers?) 
But back to the week at hand. 
The following committee's 
reported: Elections, Financial 
Aid, Legislative Affairs, Ways 
and Means, and SSAM. Elec-
tion- Director Gravel announced 
that only one primary needs to 
be held for the position of Sena-
tor, Class of 1988. Treasurer 
Lucas reported that Ways and 
Means is continuing its budge-
tary hearings for clubs (Who was 
that next to your mike, Na<line? 
Does anyone see a resem-
blence?). 
President Lawrence's Execu-
tive Report concentrated prim-
arily on encouraging the Senate 
and the entire student body, to 
participate in a letter writing 
campaign to U.S. Senators and 
_ Representatives showing disfa-
vor for President Reagan's 
financial aid cuts. The Man from 
the No Longer Blue Office also 
reported that the SGA office 
move has been completed. (Sug-
gestions on new nicknames?) He 
thanked Treasurer Lucas for her 
dedication. (Hats off!) 
-Old business concerned the 
final passage of twelve amend-
ments to the SGA constitution 
as submitted by the Legislative 
Affairs Committee. The remain-
ing three contained abstentions, 
not opposition. 
No new business. 
Well, with elections coming 
up there's not alot the Notebook 
can say. The reputations of the 
Senators and Executive Board 
should speak. for themselves. 
Don't forget to read the cam-
paign letters thaf should be 
appearing ·next ·week. Au 
Revoir. 
P.S. Note to all Candidates: 
Publication deadline for cam-
paign letters is Thursday, April 
25, at 2:00 pm. Don't be late! No 
exceptions! 
ZEN AND THE ART 




My room is a mess. Now I'm 
not mentioning your basic messy 
bedroom. In a world full ofhigh-
tech words, my room may be 
classified as say, a megamess. Oh 
sure, there are those hallmarks 
of the· classic messy room: 
clothes draped over the chair, 
papers and last. week's t-shirts on 
the floor, and books, records 
and various unknowns (I don't 
know how in th~ world they got 
there, they just got there) strewn 
in every other imaginable place; 
it's just that my room seems to 
have a lot more of these. Oscar 
Madison would cringe. 
The complaints go on. 
First there was my mother. 
She started getting after me 
about it last year when I failed to 
do my between semesters annual 
cleaning in December. She 
began with the standard mother 
complaints of "This room is a 
Maybe it's the approach I take 
towards cleaning that turns me 
off. I should try to step outside 
myself and look at the situation 
as· other people in history have 
looked at ·great obstacles they 
have had to overcome. 
Moses comes to mind. 
There. I am, in my robe and 
sandles, at the door to my room. 
The parents are coming up the 
stairs behind me, ready to argue 
with me about my room. There is 
a sea of trash in front of me, but I 
am in no panic. I simply raise my 
staff and the mess parts right 
l1.own the middle. I walk safely 
through and they comment on 
the progress I've made. 
defeated on this basis), Senator 
·----------------------------------------...: dump, you better clean it" or 
I am General Patton in the 
north of France. I drive my Ffrst 
Armored Corps through the St. 
Lo section of my room, picking 
off old coffee cups on the desk, 
enemy stacks of newspapers all 
over the floor, and a.secret squad 
stays low . to the ground and 
searches out. ahead, vacuuming 
up land mine.s of inground rub-
ble in the rug. The don't call me 
''Old Blood and Guts" for 
nothing. 
.Memorial S cholars/J,ip 
The So~i::1.l Work Department awareness, by becoming 
is pleased to announce that bonded, can help us liberate our-
Carole Bernier and Adrianne selves and become empowered 
Medeiros are the joint-recipients to create social change. 
of the Lester Houston Memorial Mel King, toward the end of 
Scholarship. This scholarship is his talk, said: "By doing for the 
awarded. annually, to a junior people most in need, we are 
who has shown outstanding abil- looking out for us all." This. 
ity in scholarship. serious com- statement helped me to realize ····-~· .,mTfi'rTenf to·· thc·~pro'fessicm-·1yf'-~· tMrrtry fe·elin:gs had been frag:.. 
social work, and involvement in mented (concerning social 
extra-curricular activities. The work). I felt a sense of relief lis-
rectpient is chosen by a vote of tening to Mel King. I left with a junio~ social work majors. This more positive attitude and a 
year, Carole and Adrienne renewed. respect for small steps 
received the same number of taken.. . . · ·· 
votes, so they .share the Asasocietywe·areindifferent 
scholarship. . . . . . . ships: wars~ips, cargo ships, oil 
:i:adt }ear the Social Work tankers, luxury" liners, yachts, department sponsors the··Lester · 
· ·· 
Hou!!!10n Memorial Speech in 
r>1emory of the late Lester Hous-
ton. one of the founders of the 
Social Work Department~ This 
yea!· the speaker at that occasion 
was Mel King. 
Submitted by: 
sailboats, · fishing boats and 
·dories. We need to collectively 
realize that we are in one ship: 
the U.S. America. · · 
In thinking about my own per-
sonal ship and why I choose it, 
I've realized what liberation 
means to me. I can handle my 
red fiberglass Canadian canoe in 
water. I· can maintain it. I can 
portage (transport can9e and 
gear overland, between water 
ways). I can (to quote Mel King) 
"do it" myself. I can also share 
pleasure gained from having it 
with others. Mel King left me 
feeling more positive about my 
owri ·.future work in social 
services. 
Carole Bernier wrote the fol-
lowing critique of Mel King's 
speech "We May Have Come on 
Different Ships, But We're All)n 
the Same Boat Now": 
The Lester Houston Memor-
ial Lecture was my first oppor-
tunity 'to hear Mel King speak. I 
had felt that he would be making 
an overt call for change in our 
society.. I was pleased to hear 
him affirm that it has and can be 
done. When I began my school 
at Bridgewater State College, I 
was comfortable knowing that 
social change is made in a succes-
sion of small, firm steps. As I've 
broadened· my understanding 
about the social work field, I was 
becoming unsure of how effec-
tive ·my efforts will be toward 
changing public attitudes and 
social policies. (I understand thi~ 
to be one of a social worker's 
goals, as an agent of change). 
GOD'S GIFTS 
Mel King helped me to under-
stand how one step, made by 
Rosa Parks, could expand into 
many major steps toward .social. 
change. He tied together a pro-
cess of linkage: self-definiti.on, 
awareness, and liberation from 
social expectations;· The knowl-
~dge that all individuals are 
clese.rving, · and shadng that 
God gave us others 
so that we will not be alone 
to face the burdens and 
to feel lonely 
God gave· us hope· 
so that we can face the burdens 
· and the feeling of loneliness 
God gaue us love 
sb that we can share our burdens 
. and be lonely neuer,;,ore 
God gave us faith 
so that we can overcome our burpens 
and live together forf!Uer 
God gave us Jesus 
so that we. can\be{ieue 
in Him. and ourselves 
.""':""";' un/;({l<;>tµ.n'""':""; 
. ,. .... .,._,,.,',, ,, ;.. ,,. ,, "·": 
"I'm .going to kick you out and 
give this room to someone who 
will app~eciate it.'' Nowadays 
she's just popping her head in 
once in a while with the .ale 
"When are you going to clean 
your room?", with a. slight tear 
forming in her left eyelid. 
My father is still using the "I'm 
warning you, young man, this 
room is a disgrace" line. "I want 
it cleaned. It's a fire hazard." "By 
this weekend, Dad" I would say. 
Endless complaints, endless 
excuses. 
I want to clean my room. I 
really do. lt 1s just that it is such a 
horrendous disaster site that it is 
seemingly impossible. Each time 
I set out to clean my room it is 
with good intentions. But some-
where along the ~ay; after hours 
of work, I feel: I haven't gotten 
anywhere with jt. The time has 
been spent on only cleaning one 
little section. It often looks 
impossible and I feel like the lit-
. tle ~rain that thought he could 
climb the hill, only in my case· I 
say "I thin_k I can, well, maybe I. 
can't. I think l can't, I know I 
can't." I walk . downstairs and 
m on the television. · 
In an instant I become Jimmy 
Carter, walking through the 
Three Mile Island nuclear power 
plant in his nuclear boots. 
· "How's the.situation?" I sayas 
1 scan the room." Boy, these 
boots sure help. Don't want to 
step on any of that nuclear 
waste." I step through the waste. 
analyzing how to go about its 
cleanup and I sp~ak with several 
of the workers; · , , ·· 
"It's that darned mess on top• 
of the bureau" they say •'keeps 
getting in the way. Something 
has got to be done about it. 
Those old cans of deodorant, all 
the loose change piled up, ticket 
stubs and old letters. We were 
lucky this time. We could have 
had a meltdown." 
'TU see what 1 can do about 
it", I reassure them. 
Before long that room w s on 
its way to being fully cleaned. To 
compare it to its previous state i' 
like comparing Christie Brinkley 
to Phyllis Diller. I have des-
troyed Frankerisfoins monster. I 
bit the apple of cleanliness. I fig-
ured out how to clean my room. 
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SSAM 
By 
Matthew Peter Donoghue 
SSAM Vice President 
On Patriot's Day 1985, shortly 
before- the runners began their 
trek from Hopkington to Bos-
ton's Prudential Center, about 
seventy students representing 
many of the Massachusetts pub-
lic colleges and universities 
gathered at the State;. rlouse to 
attend the April me~ting of the 
State Student Association of 
Massachusetts, better known as · 
SSAM. Governor Michael S. 
Dukakis was the guest speaker. 
The focus of the meeting cen..: 
t_ered on the student advocacy 
group's activities of the last few 
months, as well as proposed 
changes in the organization's 
structure and nominations for 
Executive Board officers for the 
1985-86 academic year. 
Monday, April 22, 1985 Tiie Comment 
Since February, SSAM offic-
ers and individual campus repre-
sentatives have had meetings 
with new House Speaker George 
Keverian CD-Everett); Senator 
Gerard D'Amico (D-Worcester) Director Mike Ferrigno came 
and Representative Nicholas back to them in April with data 
Paleologos (D-Woburn), chair- from each of the twenty-eight 
Meeting recently with new Massachusetts House Speaker, George Keverian (D-Everett), are E.xet·utive · ardofficersofSSAM. Fr~m left to right: Vice President Matthew Peter Donoghue ( BSC), Secretary Jim Perkins (U Mass Boston). Executive Director 
Michael Ferrigno, President Steven Barros (Roxbur • Communit Coltege), and Chairperson Barry Wray (UMass Amherst). 
men of the state legislature's campuses of Massachusetts' 
Joint Committee on Education; public higher education system. 
and Dr. Gerard T. Indelicato, During their April meeting at 
Spedal Assistant to the Gover- Mass Maritime-due largely to 
nor for Educational Affairs (and the efforts of Ferrigno, Repre-
B.S.C. Class of 1971 !). In addi- sentative Paleologos, and Dr. 
tion press conferences were held Indelicato-the Regents voted 
with U.S. Senators Edward M. only a f..r-_ .,11 ease in tuition, in 
Kennedy and John Kerry, which spite of oppo~ \on from several 
focused attention on the pro- ·Regents (appo ·ted by former 
W1~asc*sR ... s _a. •.al. fiLl ....l&ili.~. J .. fliQ. Go';ernor ,Edwa1A ~-.~iru~lw.h9. l!ut5'. K wanted a larger mcrease'. •. · 
SSAM has also been very The Regents' action is another· 
active in the legislature, lobbying victory for SSAM, which last 
for final enactment of several summer was-successful in getting 
bills sponsored by SSAM lead- the legislature-to overturn a 15% 
ers. One, filed by Senator Martin tuition increase voted by the 
· -~ft; Stu.dent .A$sociation of Massachnstftt~ · 
Reilly (D-Springfield) and Regents. · 
Michael Ferrigno (SSAM Exec- For Bridgewater students, it 
utive Director), would allow stu.. means tuition costs will rise only 
dents to register to vote at the $48.00, as opposed to the $62.00 
same time they register for Col- the Regents' subcommittee had 
lege .;lasses. Another, filed by recommended. This represents a 
Representative Denis Lawrence savings to students statewide of 
(D-Ne\l' Bedford), Vice Chair- some $5 million! 
· man of the House Committee on At the SSAM meeting last 
Post Audit and Oversight, other Monday, Governor Dukakis 
members of the General Court urged the state's students to "get 
and myself, would recognize in there and slug" to save the 
Student Government· Associa- funds for Federal financial aid 
tions as ."the official representa- programs, which President Rea-
tive of the student body." Other gan has slated for the chopping 
measures ·would increase the block. Dukakis also committed 
bonding power of the .Mass. himself "to doing.whatever I can 
State College Building Author- to help, including contacting 
ity for construction of new dor- other governors and senators." 
mitories at B.S.C. and.' other SSAM is-co,mprised of th~ stu-
state colleges, as well as adding a dent government associations of 
student .member to the Board of the state's public colleges and 
Regents of Higher Education. universities, with each school 
During the Spring Break, having an equal voice (one vote 
ma11y students from SSAM- per school). The organization is 
member schools joined the funded through student govern-
efforts of the United States Stu- mentor student activities fees at 
dent Association (USSA) in lob- a cost of one dollar per student 
hying the Congress to re-inforce per. semester, as approved by 
this country's long-standing tra- individual school-wide referen-
dition of strong support of dum on the state campuses. 
higher education and Federal Referenda have been run on sev-
financial assistance to students, eral · campuses in the· last few 
particularly· in the face of the weeks, with SSAM winning stu-
cuts proposed by the Reagan dent support by margins as large 
Administration .. Students as 12 to l. Anew Referenda will 
representing SSAM, as well as be run at Bridgewater (a repeat 
the Boston Area StudenfCoali- of the one held in November 
tion (made up of private colleges which was invalidated by the 
and SSAM), were among many Board of Trustees because of 
whoparticipatedinarallyonthe some• minor legal/technical 
Capitol which received national points) along with the final elec-
media attention. tions for S.Q.A. on May 2nd and 
In March, the Board of 3rd. SSAM is students working 
Regents po.stpoq.e,d a ,v,ote qn : f qr, ~tude!lts,; ,Your s_u_ppo.rt. ena- . 
their subcotnmittee·'s recommert- ·bies SSAM to represent J'.'o"tlr ,' 
( 
"Linking Students Statewide" 
• To increase State Financial Aid 
• To continue the Freeze -on Tuition 
• To gain Student Representation on the Soard of 
Regents 
• To guarantee Equal Access to Public Higher 
Education 
• To insu~~ a a.uality Public Higher Education for 
every crt1zen 1n the Commonwealth 
Your collective voice in the Statehouse 
VOTE YES ON-SSAM 
Referendum Day: May 2 & 3. 
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- I Pl aJ .. Entertain111ent 
U2 Times· Two 
By Hope is what the night needed hopeful balled about a friend of 
Scott D. MacDonald when, after the first few songs, Bono's who had overdosed. The 
Contributing Writer the rigging for the lights above epidemic in Ireland today is 
the crowd began to loosen. Bono heroin use, and most ofU2's new 
The band that once declared, talked the first fifteen rows of album reflects their conce1:'n 
"This is our hometown!" to the people into slowly moving out- about the issue. The song eb:tJed 
Orpheum Theater crowd in Bos- ward so it could be repaired and forward as Mullen's drums built 
ton nearly-, two years ago promised "a rock and roll show to an erupting plateau. Bono 
returned to Masachusetts for a no matter how long it takes." belted out "Isolation, desola-
stunning home opener. April 16. Within fifteen minutes, the tion, let it go!" Overcome with 
U2 is an Irish quartet that once group was op.stage with a blazing emotion, a girl rushed into his 
played grueling club routes rendition of Two Hearts Beat as arms from the crowd and 
through Europe and America, One, showing the prowess of the received rousing applause. A 
and, as their vocalist Paul Edge's now trademark lighten- heartfelt p~rformance indeed! 
"Bono" Hewson stated, "This ing guitar scratches. U2 then The band cares so much about 
-- was the first place to take us in!" reached back to Electric Com- -theier audience because they 
Since their rise in popularity pany (from their Boy album), remember when they were a gar-
though, the band has become performing a metallic thunder of age band from garageland. So 
less accessible to clubs, choosing enthusiasm. Bono was sprinting when they kicked into Bob 
the bigger arenas to·· fill ticket from one side of the Centrum to Dylan's Knockin' on Heavens 
demands. Still, U2 performs t.o the other while the Edge ripped "Door, the singer asked if anyone 
thousands with the same per- chord after chord from a now could play guitar. When a young 
sonal approach to their music. beleaguered Stratocaster. fan reached the stage, Bono 
Backing up Bono is Dave Sliding into their new mate- quickly related the chords to 
.. The Edge" Evans on guitar. rial. the ,.band welcomed the him, put the guitar around the 
·synthesizer, piano, lapsteel gui- audience into the psychedelic fan, and returned to his place at 
tar and whatever else he could bleeding of The Un/ orgettable the microphone. Resuming the 
get his hands on; Adam Clayton Fire, in which the Edge's syn- song with only a few flaws, U2 
on bass: and Larry Mullen on thesizer weaved around Adam had a temporary fifth member to 
drums. Clayton's solid bass thrashes and end the set. 
Their show began with the through Mullen's well-placed The song 40 (a literal interpre-
apocalyptic 11 O'clock Tick- drum thuds. Wire (the so-called tation of Psalm 40 from the 
Tock, played with more ferver "other side' to the The Unforget- Bible) capped the . night off. 
and intensity than their more ta,ble Fire) displayed the electric- Clayton played the Edge's 
stale December showing. The punk ability of the group and feedback-laced guitar while the 
song Seconds (an international provided a stage for Bone's Edge played Adam's booming 
. cry against the arms race) was anguish~!i ,b~ll9w~tig. They bass. Bono sang short renditions 
-"'"'-.. ~-inu:.aduc~,ci._with_flqu9 __ p9i,11Hng_ . included .. their first hit sl'f:igle· of Ruby Tuesday;,; Do ·They 
accusingly, "A message to Presi- Pride (In the Name of Love) in Know its Christmas? and the 
dent Ronald Reagan!" Most of the night's celebration. Pride's ever popular We are the World 
U2's songs are either politic&.lly guitar intro-the most recogniza- to the rhythm, as one by one they 
or spiritually motivated1 but the ble U2 lick yet-lifted the adrena- each left the stage until Larry 
key to their attraction is their line of the show right through Mullen, Jr: was aione with the 
optimism. Whether it's M LK (a the roof. Bono tried vainly to cry crowd th.at chanted· the lyrics, 
gospel-ish wailing dediCation to out each chorus, but the crowd's "How long to 1 sing this song?" 
Martin Luther King Jr.) or New unison chorus drQwned him out. · Ev~m whert. he had long left the " 
fears Day(a stand against polit- The clear stand outin_a perfor,.. sb1ge dark and e~pty, the 
: ..:al up press ion in Poland) the mance of stand outs was Bad , audience ~ont1nued. to sing into 
lyrics show feeling arid hope. the emotionally frustrating· but· the. night. 
ITKE 7iRl;T IMPRESSION YOU MAKE WILL BE: .. 
I ' YOUR RESUME I 
I 
I LET WORD.EX HELP YOU TO DESIGN A PROFESSIQl'JAl. tOOKiNG RESUME THAT WILL MAKE THE BEST FIRST IMPRGSSION ANO LEAVE A LASTING IMPRESSION WITH A POTENTIAL EMPLOYER.-
LETTER. QUALITY PRINTING ON LETTER QUALITY PAPER ... 
A WIDE CHOICE OF COLO·RS, AT COMPF.TITl~i: PRICES. 
WardeX 
THE WORD EXPERT 
P.O. BOX 1720 • BROCKTON, MA 02403 
DIAL 586- WORD 
air..-----------------------------------------. • 
. . Fourth Annual . 
· Summer French Study Program 
at 
Southeastern Massachusetts University 
and 
The University_ of Montreal 
The French Summer Studies Program is open to all who wish to expand 
their language ability (cultural and linguistic). Students may earn·u.P to 9 · 
(nine) college credits in the six-week program , plus a certificate from 
The University of Montreal 
June 24 - July 12 
at 
SMV 
June 24 - August 2, 1985 
For further information contact: 
Dr. Melvin Yoken 
French Section 
Southeastern Massachusetts University 
North Dartmouth, Massachusetts 02747 
(617) 999-8335 or (617) 999-8332 
' 






tonight." In Electrical,Bono 
once again inclu.ded the audience 
in the show. He coaxed the 
audience through pointing and 
gesturing to throw some white 
What a show! U2, as most·of flags to him. One he tied to his 
you probably know, performed mike and the other he waved 
-three sold out show last week at around. Then he ran to the side 
. the Worcester Centrum. I saw of the stage and similarly gbt a 
the first concert on April 16th fan to throw him an Irish flag. 
and I reaUy enjoyed it. It was He put this flag on the mike 
definately one of the better stand and co.vered it with one of 
shows I've seen. Why? Well, first the large white flags he was 
of all, they performed all the thrown to signify peace in Ire-
songs I love from Boy to The land. Later he threw them back 
Unforgettable Fire. I also loved out, one on each side. The peo-
Bono's emotional voice and the pie all fought over them prompt-
Edge's excellent guitar style. But ing Bono to say" Ah, I see we're 
that is not the whole reason; I fighting over flags again!" 
enjoy most concerts for similar Before the song Bud Bono 
reasons. (I wouldn~t pay $15-20 told us about his friend, a 
to see a band I didn't like). I heroine addict ,to whom the 
didn't like it because of dazzeling song was dedicated, and about 
l~ser light show or special Ireland. He sounded like he was 
effects. They didn't have any. So talking to us as friends instead of 
what made it stay in my memory a vast crowd. The Centrum 
as an excellent show among the never seemed so small and int_i-
dozens I have seen ? U2's excel- mate. One girl in the front row· 
lent rapport with the audience. I repeatedly held up a sign that 
have never seen such high said. "Bono may I please come 
audience participation. Bono dance with you?" He let her. She 
made us.feel as if we weren'tjust was escorted to the stage where 
an audience but part of the show Bono helped her up and slow 
From the moment they danced with her. The girl ,of 
stepped on stage the audience course, was ecstatic. 
went wild and stood cheering Yes,\1{e clapped or sang along 
and waving flags. B0P:~italke~tto wi;th, JlJ.P~:;~ongs" we t~W0bit;n 
'us as'if we were perso'ha:Hfiends. ;''..flags and one of us even. danced 
He ran to the sides and back of with the lead singer. As if this 
the stage so everyone could see wasn't enough audience partici-
him. (Seats were sold all around pation, ·one of us got to go up on 
the Centrum so many of us, stage and play guitar with them! 
including me, were looking at A few volunteers came up, but it 
the back of the stage). Bono turned out they couldn't play 
reached out into the crowd guitar. Bono stood next to one, 
touching and shaking harids arm on his shoulder, and said "It 
with as many people he could. appears this man has come to 
One girl threw flowers to him, he play but he confesses that he 
hel~ them up and nodded in doesn't know anything about 
thanks. · · guitar!" Finally, a true guitar 
, Early. in the concert the player came up and Bono per-
audience became an unantici- sonally put the guitar on him and 
pated part of the. show. Bono told him what to play. Bono, the 
spoke to us after one song saying Edge, Adam Clayton, Larry 
''I wa11t you all to be very quiet, I Mullen Jr. and one very happy 
don't want to hear a sound... member of the audienc~ per-
Good. OK. I want you people in form~d Bob Dylan's Knocking 
· the front row to look up above on Heavens' Door. 
you. That light fixture is going to The final bit of audience par-
fall on you!" It.was falling, but ticipation was during U2's,final 
Bono soon had ever~one safely encore 40. We all sang "How 
out of the' way and it was fixed. long ? How long to sing this 
The delay didn't affect Bono's song!" That is why U2 was an 
style though. They came back . unfo¥etable concert to me. 
out and launched right back into They made us feel like part of the 
the show . He later sang in a song show instead of mere observers. 
"the Centrum's coming down 
The 
Flower Patch 
4 Broad_~treet; .Bridgewfdisr~a. 
For that Special Evening 






Members of the B.S.C. Chamber Singers perform for a large audience on the steps 
of the Capitol Building in D.C. 
BSC Singers In Capitol 
By 
Edward J .. ·Valla 
Chorale Society Publicity 
Director 
some early secular music in for-
eign languages. All music is per-
formed without accompani-
ment. 
Members of the group 
include: Sopranos: Marcia Ber-
The Bridgewater State Col· geron, Michelle Brown, Chris-
lege Chorale Society has had a tine Hallow, Sara Tavares. 
busy semester. Members of the Altos: Andrea Clifford, Jacqui 
Chamber Singers group went Gravel, ·Elizabeth Ruggerio, 
on tour to Washington D.C. to Dottie Scammon. Tenors: 
perform a series of concerts. Stuart Gardner, Sean Kirby, 
Under the direction of Dr. David M· .. 1n. Basses: Henry 
Jacob Liberles, the Chamber Beckvold, ~ vne Davey, and 
Singers performed at the Edward Valla. 
Catholic University of America, The Chorale .lS well as the 
1111111uill .. w1111. •1 ••1•1~1@i'-~ef!ii~ .!nfim"'mi!tffl~1 ,1~r~1 ·1-!¥rf'l•~*'e~· mm~1~'P!"ll5"1erir•a..,1 cr.:;:·· 88aaml1' *il:l5;Eerr .Siiisers:'~ent. to the 
Office, and on the steps of the Massachusetts'· State College 
Capitol Building. The Chamber Choral Festival, which was held 
Singers also performed for an at North Adams State College. 
Alumni reception. The Cho~ale performed pieces 
Their repetoire includes sev- by Ned Rorem, and the "Echo 
eral madrigal pieces, as well as Song", by Orlando Di Lasso, 
The Event 
of the Year 
"Abschiedslied" by Brahms, 
and "How Lovely is Thy Dwel-
ling Place" fr.om German 
Requiem. 
The Chorale and Chamber 
Singers also performed in con-
cert with the new orchestra at 
Stonehill College. Last wee-
kend,. the Chamber Singers 
took part in the Milton Perform· 
ing Arts Series. 
Finishing off this semester, 
the Chorale will perform with 
Southeastern Massachusetts 
University, an African Mass 
called the Jv1iss;a Luba., Our fipal 
: tdncert :·e>tthe year. will be· on . 
Alumni _Day, May 11th . in the 
Horace Mann Auditorium in 
Boyden · HaII. There ·will be a 
$1.00 donation, and all proceeds 
will benefit the starving in 
Africa. 
Friday, May 3 1985 





Entertainment. by the .. 
Marc els 
Tickets now on sale thru Apri~ 30 
"lio10 in front of Bookstore 
'!J'°""-L ~'e1- · $35 ·per couple 
SEMI-FO~MAL 





1. Prizes for solving trivia questions are. two movit· tick,; 's to e'ach 
, winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres. 
2. All entries must be received at the Comment offlceby2:00p.m. 
on the Friday following the issue date. Only one entry per contest-
ant .. Comment employees are ineligible. 
3. There can only be two winners a week, that's all we can t.,ford. 
so when there are more than two winners we!J/ have a k!(tery. 
4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College students, 
faculty and alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the Com-
ment secretary between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. A 
valid I. D. must be approved by the secretary. 'Fhe entry should. 
include the answers, your name, address, and telephone number. 
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of the Comment. 
6. The person(s) with the most number·of correct answers will be 
eligible to win the passes. 
CONTEST NUMBER SEVEN 
I. What is the most southern state of the 50 United States? 
2. What is the first word in the text of the Declaration of 
Independance? 
3. What is Massachusetts' state bird? 
4. What is the symbol for the chemical element lead? / 
5. What is the largest planet in our solar system? 
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER SIX ARE: 
Steven Fanale and Mary Gorman 
Congratulations to our two winners. Each answered four ques-
tions correctly, and they get two tickets to any General ~inema. 
The answers to contest number six are: 
I. Ordinary People 
2. M*A*S*H special 
3. Wisk 











The Creative Dance Group of 
Bridgewater State College pres-
ented Dance, Dance, Dance· in 
the Student Union Auditorium 
last April 9 and 10. Under the 
superb direction of 'Dr. Nancy 
Moses, the group, including the 
·Burnell School Dancers, pres-
e n t e d a n ea r I y flaw l e.s s 
performance. 
The show began with an 
insightful study in various dance 
techniques. They demo_nstrated 
how dancers move to rhythm 
and how 5lancers perceive space. 
Other studies included: Qualities 
in Motion, Symetrics and Primi-
tive Dance. 
Highlights of the evening in 
the .. solo category were Just 
Spring by Sam Baumgarten, Liz 
Armstrong's presentation of 
Cinderella, and Bo Decker's The 
Mechanical Dream. These per-
formances, without a doubt, 
reflected their many. hours of 
preparation as well as a:~ inate 
talent for dance. 
Dancing to the song Everyb-
ody by Madonna were Maria 
Andrews, Suzi Schindler, Robin 
Simons, and Janet ·Williams. 
They expressed a spirited enthu-
siasm that was demonstrated in 
great rhythm and a good beat. 
Special comrne .. ndations 
. should also go to the. Burnell 
School Dancers, composed of 
Burnell's finest 2nd, 5th, and 6th 
graders. These energetic youngs-
ters gave a sampling of the differ-. 
ent types of··· percussive 
movements. 
This co-author's .favorite 
dance nu.mber. was Rock Jazz, 
performed by· Steve Copeland, ' 
David Goodman, Kristen Fra-
tus, Jennifer Donnelly, and Julie 
Murdoch. This fa.st moving 
number sampled many dance 
movements from the Jazz Era. 
Overall, the performance by 
members of the creative dance 
group was a .refreshing depiction 
of home-grown " talent. We 
expect to. see great things in the 
future from the Creative Dance 
Group. They have succeeded in 
making a little known event into 
a well attended professional and 
; artistic performance. 





Katrina and the Waves 





Accusations have often been 
leveled about my supposed dis-
like of pop music. Sorry, people, 
you were wrong. Grandma, get 
}·our pacemaker fixed ·cause I 
have several paragraphs of 
nearly unqualified praise for two 
pop bands. I do want to make 
clear to casual listeners of the 
radio that pop is not necessarily 
top 40, and that not all top 40 is 
pop. Pop is ··happy music'' to 
some, but it really just means 
simple. upbeat rhythms and 
dean harmonies with semi-gloss 
production. Nothing wrong with 
that. but much of the top 40 on 
the air waves is more simplistic 
than simple, and moreanticeptic 
than clean. 
Two ol the many exciting pop 
hands out there are The Drongos 
and Katrina and the Waves. 
Katrina and company presently 
. have :1 comercial score with 
~Va/king on Sunshine and The 
Bangles made a splash with 
Katrina "s Going Down to Liver-
pool. The Waves had an Ip 
(Walking on Sunshine) on Attic 
Records in mid-1983 which con-
...... ,-,.~W.i.rn:.d .. _bpth .. J.h.G ..... SQ{lgS,, .. in.• .Cl .... 
harder. more. straightforward 
\ ain than they are known as 
heing now. 
Not much has clianged in the 
band. Since the release of 
Katrina and the Waves~ Katrina 
Leskavich has gotten married t"o 
guitarist· Kimberly Rew. The 
~;rn:_up for their second lpjs.con-
:,t;rnt except thafdrummer Alex 
Cooper also sings and plays syn-
c 
• 
thesizer, bassist Vince de la Cruz They became·one of the best po 
now also sings and plays rhythm, }?ands on the college scene wit 
and Kimberly Rew adds organ Eye of the Hurricane last year. 
and vocals to his lead chores. When the four peice ban 
They've diversified to fill in their (Richard Kennedy: guitar an 
sound, but not really changed vocals, Jean McAllister: guita 
between the two records. and vocals, Tony McMaster. 
As a whole, they are tight with bass, and Stanley John Mitchell: 
a distinctive, diverse style. They Percussion and vocals) came t 
begin with Red Wine and Wis- the U.S. from New Zealand i 
ke.v, a pop tune written the way 1978, they were with a musica 
they did in the late '60's to touring company intending t 
mid'70's but with the jangling play in the states and then g 
guitars and the heavy drums home. These four dedded to 
mixed up front and the short, keep playing and wound up 
hot leads of the '80's. They sprin- without gigs and becoming street 
kle in some laid back California musicians. With· grudging and (a la Eagles) bass work, slight gradual acceptance, these naive-
influences from late /O's New looking foeigners broke into the 
Wave, some reanv hardedged small clubs that litter NYC with 
stuff, and '50ish love songs with-· their fresh harmonies, intense 
out the candycoating. All this on songwriting and cheerful, 
side one. bouncy beat. 
The new version of Walking Their first record was a stab at 
on Sunshine adds punchy, commercialism that put them on 
slightly funky horns (from The the college charts with no com-
Rumour Brass Section) and mercial airplay. Small Miracles 
slows the tempo down from the puts them back on the streets for 
original to the danceable i:ange. a grittier, yet still fun and largely 
The slower pace still bops and innocent sound. Even with the 
yet lets Katrina's voice fill up the opening songs Sub st a nee 
speakers with the promise of Abuser and With You Without 
decent singing in rock 'n' roll. they sound as clean cut as the 
Going Down to Liverpool also early Beatles. And Too Much 
gets its metronome slowed down Monti~ey Business is a Chuck . 
a bit from the original, yet it is Berry cover which has the energy 
stiJl faster than The Bangles ver- and feel of the original while 
sion. Rew's guitar gets twisted updating the sound respectfully . 
around the syncopated drums in Side two blends many influen-
a tight weave. Mexico plays a ces, from a shuffling feel to folk, 
scratching, driving rock and roll rockabilly and country. Two of 
guitar off a south of the border the standouts are the title cut, 
fiesta percussion. This is a per- rendering the aggrevation of 
feet beach tune. Volleyball - \:laity life and ho hum relation'.'.' 
anycme? The. last song, Game of ships as a valid excus\t.for drugs 
Love, makes one wonder. Is that and alcohol. This is real life in 
Keith Richards on guitar? It's pop. ;}n interesting notion. just an incarnation of the mid- Don't Touch Me \\!as on their 
'70's Stones in other people's . first record and here included as 
bodies. This will break the the most accessible, and the most 
summer wide open to intelligent played on radio, 
music. -· . Now,· collect fou_rteen or six-
When I ran into the guys who . teen bucks, invest in some 
njanage The Drongosand heard cassettes of this stuff and hit the 
they were going to put out a new b~ach .. You'll· ... be glad· ycm did. 





The Bridgewater Arts Review, 1984-85 should be· 
·arriving shortly. This year's edition includes exdting 
examples of poetnr,prose, artwork, and photographs. 
Congratulations are extended to Audrey Little, 
winner of the photography contest, and Janice 
Nicholson, .. winner of the coyer contest. Th~y both' 
received $50.00 for their outstanding work~· 
Anyone who spbmitted work may pick it up at our 
office between the hoursof 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. We 
are located in the Media Service Room, first floor bf the 
Student Union~ next to jhe Bookstore. Thank you for 
submitting, and w~ hope to see works from you again 
next year. 
Look for us soon ! Ill 








To all nf you who missed 
Trent Arterberry last Thurs~ay, 
you missed a great show. The 
man is an awesome mime. If I 
could do with my body what 
Trent Arterberry can do with 
his, I'd hit the road this instant. 
He was so compelling that the 
audience, which contained a fair 
. number of children, kept quiet 
through the whole performance. 
He did· all ·the classic -mime 
. moves: leaning on invisible 
posts.and walking without going 
anywhere. He made his body 
lean over, step by step, until I 
was sure he would fall over, but 
he didn't. 
The majority of Trent Arter-
berry's show was composed of 
short skits. In The Desperato, 
Trent depicted a gun shootin', 
horse ridin', and definately roo-
ti.n' tootin' cowboy of the wild 
I west. He drinks whiskey, gam-
bles, and picks up saloon girls. 
One of the funniest bits in this 
skit was the cowboy trying to 
pick up a saloon girl. She won't 
cooperate. He trys again and 
again. She still won't cooperate. 
The cowboy finally- gets so mad 
he grabs her to make her dance 
with him. At this point, Trent 
turns his back to the audience 
and mimes the saloon girl 
screaming, hitting the cowboy, 
then eventually giving in to give 
the cowboy's kisses and 
carresses. 
Most of the skits, such· as 
Daddy Babysits. Birth (which 
makes it look a lot easier than it 
really is), Toys, and The Apple 
were quite humorous and kept 
the laughter bubbling along. 
·Trent, however, did have one 
skit that was very sobering. It 
was called War, and it made a 
shiver of queasiness go up and 
down my s.pine. The skit traced 
the various methods of killing, 
progressing from the Stone Age 
with a sling shot, to bow and 
arrow, to gunshot, to cannon, 
and finally to the m:.clear bomb 
(just a simple push of a button) 
which Trent see~ as the "!nd. 
Arterberry did some Jazz 
numbers like Walkin', which 
shows a walk in the rain, and A 
Moment which portrays elderly 
people enjoying themselves in 
the park, petting a dog and skip-
ping stones. 
No show is complete without 
audience participation. Trent 
did this successfully in Dinner 
For Two. He brought an older, 
well-dressed woman from the 
audience after cooking dinner 
for her, complete with teary 
onions. She was wonderful. She 
oasted Trent, ate his cooking, 
J.nd danced about the stage with 
him. For her enthusiasm, she 
was rewarded with a camera shot 
of herself and Trent. 
Trent also drove up and down 
the aisles looking for passengers 
in a train car. He found four, 
gave the controls to the man 
right behind him, and proceeded 
to turn into a police officer who 
pulled them over. He let them all 
go except one. Trent toqk him 
on stage and played ball ·with 
him. ·Then, to my ·suprise, (and 
I'm sure the boy) even more so), 
some make-up appeared in 
Trent's hand and ended up all 
-0ver the kids face. Trent left the 
stage, only to reapp-ear with a 
Trent Arterberry t-shirt. But the l 
. joke waS'ltt over yet. The back of 
the t-sh1rt said "Honorary 
Fool"!! · 
Arterberry also took sugges-
tions from the audience. for inan-
imate . objects. He, does a 
wonderful peanut butter and 
marshmallow sandwich imper-
sonation!! All in all, it was a very' 
lively performance. If Trent 
·Arterberry ever should come 
back to B.S.C., I'm going to 
make sure I see him. To those uf 
you who didn't see him, you 
missed a fantastic per~ormance. 
l ~ ,'f~ 
J. 
;·· ;i;. ,\~~ 
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Jazz is alive and welll here at 
Bridgewater, thanks to Dr. 
Vince .Gannon of the music 
department. On Friday, April 
19th, The Vince Gannon Jazz 
Band performed a major league 
jam session to an entusiastic 
audience in the Rathskellar. 
Among the perform(!rs were 
members of the college Stage 
Band, several non-students, and 
Dr. Gannon himself. Each per-
former genuinely complemented 
all the others and beaming faces 
reflected that they were having 
fun! The performers contributed 
to the team effort in pumping 
out an incredibly energetic 
sound. 
Some of the popular tunes the 
group blasted out included Hey 
Jude, The Creeper, Cafe Amore, 
Bird/and, Stoney End, and Blues 
Around the Block. 
The Stage Band practices 
together once a week and each 
member spends a great deal of 
time in personal practice. The 
amount of time practice most 
definately revealed itself in the 
well-refined performance. Stu-
dents 1n the Stage Band, directed 
by Gannon, are Amanda Parker, 
Lydia Joyce, Doug Musto, 
David Wilson, Jeff Ross, Rob 
Barnett, Maureen Brids, Ed Gui-
ney, Steven Frady, Pam Hardy, 
Lynn McCabe, Sue Larsen, and 
Mike Abusheery. They all 
should be commended for their 
dedication and achievement in 
music. 
For those of you who weren't 
able to attend this incredible jam 
session, fear not: The Vince Gan.,. 
non Jazz Band is planning to do 
it all again in the Rat on May 
20th. Mark this day on your 
calendar for it is a cultural event 
that should be enjoyed by eve-
ryone. SHE--:--BOP-BEE-
BOP-SHABAMM!!! 
The Bridgewater State Associ-
ation for Intramural, Recrea-
tion, and Sports (BAIRS)'will be 
holding a general meeting for all 
new members interested in join-
ing the club. The meeting will be 
held in the Kelly Gym on Thurs-
day, April 25th at 11 :00 a.m. 
(free period) in Gl20. 
The purpose of the B.A.I.R.S. 
is to establish various programs 
to stimulate. student interest in 
intramurals, recreation, and 
athletics. In the past the BAIRS 
Club has sponsored events such 
as ski trips, bike trips, road 
races, and volleyball and bad-
minton tournaments. This 
upcoming meeting will provide 
·students with additional infor-
mation on how the club func-
tions during the year and what 
their duties are as a BAIR~ 
member. Nominations for the 
BAIRS Executive Board will 
also be taken at this meeting. 
The Board consists of two Co-
Presidents (I male, I female) and 
a Secretary. 
For more information you can 
contact either Mike Storey 
(Club Advisor) in the Intramural 
Office in the Kelly Gym or out-
going Co-Presidents Eileen Fla-
herty and Mike Mendelsberg. Be 
a part of· something "On the 
Move", be a BAIR. 
Greenwtlld to Speak 
By 
Roger Spring 
Staff Writer Q: If you could only 
_give one last lecture to 
your students, what 
On Tuesday, April 23, at 7:00 
p.m.. Dr. Herbert Greenwald 
will be giving a lecture at the 
Catholic Center. The topic of 
this lecture will be absolute 
thinking. 
Dr. Greenwald is interested in 
this subject because he feels that 
absolute thinking is one of the 
basic components of many prob-
lems, at both personal, and 
world-wide levels. "When people 
are thinking absolutely," he 
maintains, "they tend to be at 
on¢ extreme''· di' an · i~sue·, o.r 
another, while a 1itributirig ,very 
little credibiJty to the viewpoints 
of others" 
articulate on what he sees as the 
sources of absolute thinking, 
and what he feels can be done to 
counteract it. He would like to 
"help people become aware that 
automatic absoluteness often 
doesn't pay off" and to. off er a 
better strategy for dealing with 
problems. 
Currently, Dr. Greenwald, 
who is interested in many of the 
su bfie\ds of psychology, is teach- • 
ing here at BSC. Before coming 
here, he taught at Boston Uni-
versity and has been the recipient 
of several distinguished service 
awards for excellence in this pro-
fession. He received his P~.P, 
from •. (;plµ;tJibi3 : u:hiver$ity ~n~,, · bas> his ow'n .. diriical practice. 
which he operate_~ from his home 
.,,,.,,1~9µ.la ... tb.~~topic. he? 
. , ~ ' . " j < ~'.' ; • , • , , ;' r , 
A: Absolute Thinking Dr; Greenwald intends to in Sharon. • 
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History 
The airective of the 1982-1983 Curriculum Committee to the Ad 
Hoc General Education Requirement Subcommittee was to scrutinize the 
General Education Program at the College with the aim of submitting 
recommendations on the program to the Curriculum Committee. In 
carrying out this directive the Subcommittee undertoo~ the following 
activities: 
L Survey # Sent If Returned % Tallied 
Alumni classes '45 thru '75 2,261 541 24 
Alumni classes '76 thru '82 6,180 1,299 21 
Regional e::nployers 963 199. 20 
Upperclassmen as of Spring '84 1,931 443 23 
Faculty 241 86 36 
2. Task forces were formed by 'aculty volunteers on the 
follo1"ing topici:s: current and future 'studen,ts, past students, and 
~ERs at other institutions. 
3. Thirty-one open hearings ~ere conducted during the Spring, 
1984,Semester; approxim11tely 187 faculty attended at least one 
hear1ng; with few exceprions, at least two subcommittee members 
attended each hearing. 
4. During the Fall, 1985, Semester, progress reports were held 
w1•h all but five departments. 
~- The regular subcommittee meetings were all open an~ 
attract~d some visitors; individuals and departments submitted 
~amments which were discussed it those sessions which totaled 22 as o 
~pril d, 1985. Minutes, hearing notes, survey results, and task fore• 
,eports were received by department chairpersons, the SGA Office~ and 
:r.embers of the All-College and Cur-riculum Committees. In all its 
je~:berations the Subcommittee has worked in a spirit of collegial 
openness, with the ~ommunity b~ing repeatedly encouraged to take an 
active Far~ in the decision-making process.* In the structure of its 
~ctivities the Subcommittee has attempted to facilitate a process 
which ~ould permit the report io emerge out of the honest 
give-and~take of serious conversation. Finally, the Subcommittee has 
been mindful of the importance of maintaining a college-wide 
perspective where the interests of the College as a whole, rather tha1 
•we recognize with great pleasure the p1rticipation of Martha 
Jones an•:i Charle-s Nickerson in our endeavors. 
those of nny particul~r department ar facti0n, were to have 
precedence. We snbmit,-then, that this report has evolved within the 







d. First genera ti on college students: "a survey of th·e 
Class of 1983 indicated that 60% were first gen~ration i 
college students. The results also indicated that the~ef. 
students must deal vi th fear of failure, peer group_ pre.~.s.!lre, 
to avoid academic work, and parental questions conc~rning 
the need for college study. · -
e. Students in need of developmental skill assistance: 
declining SAT scores and rising attrition rates highlight 
the need for increased emphasis en the skills needeft for 
life-long learning. 
The General Education Curriculum must accomodate individual 
needs while emphasizing common learning. 
3. The strengths of the faculty1 The faculty at the College is 
committed both to teaching and scholarship. It is one that w-0uld be 
interested in advancin& skills and ~ethodologies in the-d~sciplines •• 
4, The aim of a unified view: The Subcommittee throughout 
worked for an understanding of the GERs as a total package, where the 
various specific requirements could be seen as coming out of a clear 
andcoherent perspective and as forming a whole. / 
5, The tyranny of the major: The General gducation program and 
the academic major ideally mutually reinforce each other in the 
college curriculum. General Education is to ensure that students will 
see the larger hearings of their major disciplins in occupational 
settings and in significant social dimensions. While the academic 
major provides students with the kind of depth and rigor that will 
rei."ard them and benefit society, the major at times threatens· to 
consume the students so that the major is all-the~ know. We hold that 
academic identity should not be limited to the·major. 
The point of the GERs is not to train students for specific 
c~reer fields but to introduce students to the skills and 
me tho do 1 dgi es which they need for whatever tasks they un_d e rt ake. 
Preci~ely because of the need for breadth of study, for integration of 
knowledre, and for the appreciation of a reality that repeatedly 
overflowa Rll our attempt~ to make sense of it, it is critical that we 
establiAh intellectual studies and communities beyond the major,, ln 
r~sponse· to this concern that the major and its cognates not dominate 
unnergraduate education, the Subcommittee reaffirms the complementary 
roles of General Education and the academic major. Working in 
tandem, General Education a;:,nd the academic major offer the best 
possibility of responding to an indi~idual's talents 
and aspirations (currer.t and future) as well as to the legitimate 
expectations which the Commonwealth holds for its state-supported 
institutions. 
Ii. 'l'hll racogn-ition that the r:r:Hu cn11Li n•it do averythinl-'.: 'l'ho 
~i111lcommittAe realized early in its deliberations that it would h11ve to 
mRke hard.choices. Not everything good or worthwhile could be 
represented. in the_ GERs. The point of our recommendation concer.ning 
t h e ca: Ra i s n b t t o ma k e j u d g e m e n t s a b o u t · t h e w o r t h o f p r o g r am s o r 
departments. There was never any questioil abnut the worthwhileness of 
all the academic departments and studies in the College. It cannot be 
overemphasized that all of the departments in the College are 
significant and that they offer imp~rtant contributions to the College 
and to the student. All areas of knovleuge are important, But, 
~hroughout this process of inquiry and deliberation wha~ most 
i~presse1 the Ju~committee was the general ~nd strong mandate of the 
~allege Community, both, in the tearings and in the surveys, regirding 
the GERs as a whale. In addition to the expected disagreement there 
was 11.s .. well remarkal>le agreement on a number of salient issues. This 
agreem~nt led the Subcommittee to believ~ that it could reasonably 
seek a consensus which would be reflected in a consistent and coherent 
1ocument that responded to the mo~t telling mandates, which include: 
R 
short of extending the college experienc~ from four to six years, 
every department oould not be given equal time. If we are to ~ffer 
the student a clear and coherent GER program that wouJd aim to 
guarantee the s~ills and knowledge which;the Subcommittee took to be 
the heart and soul of the GERs, hard dhoices have to ~e made. Hence, 
what the Subcommittee looked for were GER criteria in terms of which 
the justification for inclusion and exclusion could be seen. 
GER Criteria l. ~he import of continuity: The surveys did not challenge the 
need for GERs but instead reaffirmed such a need and the general scope 
, ci' the. current GER$ •. li'or instance, 70.9% of the ·facul.tY replies 
designa~e~ the b~st feature of ~he current dis~ribu~iari~requir~~e~~ to 
··15,,,( its broad Ntnge. This waa ·reaffi.rmed by 86% of th-e'.faculty repl_lYes' 
which erpressed th• view that G!Rs should ensure that.students should 
st~dy a variety or disciplines. The Subcommittee took such results to 
meRn chat the current GERs were not =o be r~dlcally altered but 0 In, se,~k'ing- critt:'da · in terms Of'.: _which the specific GERs could be seen as.· h~vlng a coherent ratinr,ale, ·the Subcommittee was guided by the ~urveye (eapeciallf by the faaulty mandate), by the working motifs d~scrihed aoove, and by its own m~~hodology of seek~ng a consensus ev~lving out of persistent discussion. These criteria were as follows: 
instead sharpened and clarified aR to. meaning and purpose. 
2. The imnort of skills: The surveys repeatedly stressed the 
r.e-:?li :·or the GERs to add•ress the improvement ,of the students' 
~i'kills--in s.uch areas ,\s critica-1 thinking (100% either very important 
0r iciportant); mathematic& {90.5% either very important or important); 
writing (qB,81 ~ither very important br important); speaking (91.6% 
t'!i.t~er very important or important); problem sclving (94% e.ither very 
1a~ortant ar impo~tantJ; and so on. The Subcommittee to6k such 
~~~ults es these to indicate that the GERs should be designed to 
i-~Jha,~iz<'! thos~ intellectual :Skills which allow st'1dentl!I ,to find out 
for the~selves. Thi poin~ of the GEBs in part id to develop ~ithin 
~tudents the c~nfidence and ability to seek ~ut their own answers. 
3. The import of self-knowledge: The surveyi stressed the 
~lgnificance of splf-knovledge, as found, for instan6e in sc(entific, 
~oral, religious, and aesthetic concerns~ Aboat 90%. of the faculty 
c:oncurred t!\at it was a task of the GERs to at least provide the 
:ituaent '1ith\an exposure or introdttction to such knowledge. This was 
taken by tte Subcommittee to combine with the point made regarding the 
importl'lnce of skills, namely, th·at the GERs were to serve to f.ree, or 
at least to begin to free, the students to learn for themselves. The 
•im of the GEBs in part is to int~oduce students to the ideal of ' 
life-long learning, where they come to see themselves as 
participators in a culture that is continually seeking to understand 
and make sense of human reality~ 
Working Motifs 
in.addition to the above mandates, the Subcommittee also 
developed certain working motifs in terms of which it interpreted apd 




The mission of the College: The mission of the College was 
to be employeO as.a guide in our own understanding of the 
Bridgewater State College admits qualified studeri·i:s without 
recard to soclal or economic circumstances and aims to 
provide an education that will enable them (a) to know 
themselves so that they can discover th~ir aptitudes, 
develop their interests, and build a sound value system; (b 
to formulate and articulate their thoughts clearly dnd 
precisely; and (c) to grow intellectually and e~ot~onally 
throughout their education so that they may iive f,ui.l and 
meaningful personal and professional lives is ~ontributing 
members of society. (BSC, 1983-85 Catalogue, page 7) 
The point of the GER• is ~ot to t~ain students fo~ specific 
C!'lr<:'1>r fields but to introduce ?itudents to the skills and 
metnodologies whia~ they need fo~ whatever tasks they rindertak•. 
Here, to~. the emphasis is one of r~eeing the students so th~t they 
may have the knowledge and ability to p~rsue their own interests' 
within society. 
2. The rih,rRcteristics of the student body: Increasingly the 
student body reflects the !"ich mix and di.versity found in our larger 
community, Represented among the over five thousand undergraduate' day 
studqnts are minority students, older students, those who are 
emplcyed, thos~ wh,o are attending part-time,. those with physical 
flisabilities, and those without a college-going tradi~ion. The 
following data support this concept of,an increa~ingly diver•e student 
body: · 
a. Older students: 570 students enrolled during the Fall, 
1984, semester were over 25 years of age~ 
b, Trans.fer students: 30% of the students enrolled had 
~ransferred from~ther institutions. 
c., .s.t.!Jd~nts 'wi~n dem~·~atrated; .6>nanc).k}-•,nee,d;, ov:e+•,'4~000 
applicants filed Financial Aid 'Forms du:i-ing the 1983-'84·,·, 
academic year. Increasing numbers of students mus't• ~ork' "to 




1. GeneraU..!z.: The GERs are to be general. The GE~s aim less 
to iEpart a spec111c body of knowledge (although they do aim for this 
as well) and more to impart the ability to discover, to develop; and 
to communicate ideas and values. Hence, the GERs are general in the 
f:!euse of having import through"tllut one's college studies, where the 
skills and methods acquirdd in and through the GERs sho~ld aid 
students in all of their studi~s. As such, the GERs will be general 
to one's role as a contri~uting member of society during and after th& 
college years, again in the sense that the skills and methodologies 
acquired in and through the GERs will have bearing no matter what 
life-plan the student chooses. 
2. ~: The go~l of enabling stud,ents to p11rse their own 
concerns requires a stress on essential academic skills. As seen in 
the survey mandmte 1 - these skilfs include those of critical thinking, 
writ1.ng, reading, speaking, problem solving, and the like. 
So important i~ the skill cf writing that the Subcommittee 
wiuhe~ to ftmphasize that vriting should, be taken on ae a ~ask of the 
College in general and the GERe. in partlcular. Every 
non-quantitative, non-mathematical, non-~tuJio course approved for GER 
credit must have a writing component. 
3. Methodology: A metho·!ology or .way of know,ing is to bt; 
understood as a general sirategy of experiencing, understanding, and 
communicating what' we know about a p11rt of the world. A methodology 
embracei a critical orientation which determines which questions and 
topics are conside~ed m~re provocative and fruitful for inquiry than 
A others. , It includes tools which are essential to addressing and an. a.lyzin.g those qnesti.ons -·and topics a~ well as a._ body of know .. ledge which both the orientation and the tools have developed and will continue to redefine as the disciplirie evolves. Many of these methodologies, but not all, are represented by 
· $pecific academic disciplines which ground other important 
L 
.S 
intellectual pursuits or walks of life--as, say, biology illuminates 
the heslth.-aciences or as sociology ~lluminates teacher pre~aration. 
Many of these methodologies have give~ rise t~ other disciplines, as 
biology,_ p~sychology, and sociology have given rise to the 'health 
sciencss. Many of these methodologies are esoteric and somewhat 
forbidding~ perhap~ beyond the immediate grasp of many people, and 
require an introduction of some length. 
Hence, the Subcommittee came to distinguish between those 
disciplines which are geared to specific methodologies and those 
disciplines which employ a wide range o~ .~thodologies. The former 
~nclude such disciplines as-literature, philosophy, history, 
mathematics, physics, psychology, sociology,, and the like, while tae' 
latter include such disciplines as religious studies, social.C,.ork, -
management science, teacher preparation, and the health sciences. 
These latter disciplin•s employe a large number of methodologi~s in 
the study of th"e issues and concerns defining them. Th,us, for 
i~stance, one could be within the field of sobi~l work, but trained in 
that field under the methodology of sociology, anthropology~ 
psychology, or some other fundamental disciplin'e. We could make the 
same case ~ith regard to health sci~nces or teacher preparatiqn. 
All uf theR~ areas are undeniably of great imifort, but to study in 
them is not to be guaran~eed introduction to a specif~c methodology. 
What thi.s meant, as far as th'e Subcommittee was conc~rn~d, · 
was that those disciplines which practiced a specific methbdology or 
set of specific met~odo1ogies should be repreeented in the GERs. For 
such disciplines introduce the student to the.~ajor ways tif. knowing 
that have bee~ developed in our culture. B~,emphasizing those 
disciplines ~hi ch ·practice a specific ~ethodology, the Subcommittee 
wo11'ld be able to en:sure more adequately that students .be exposed to 
the primary ways of kn0wing that ch,aracterize our· c.ulture. Without 
~uch an emphasis, in other words, students cou~d complete their GERs 
"ith, a skewed exposure ~o an aggregate of methodologies. 
.,. :for- e~am:ple, to' st'ud:y- lll;•Hgement ,;$c;i..i;nce, a.~r imP.oril;~·nt,-'a.s;-\': 
.that 'ill~ •;:i:s,c. ncj;', n~ir:e e'sari·lY :'-t o''is<fn'd'y a.' pai-'l;i c,11 t~r me tho d·o logi\ b1u t · . 
1.isual'ly" to rely' on· a: 'number of' mt!t'·hodologie·a; •-f!ro·m· sociology<'and 
Monday, .April 22, 1985 
HERITAGE DA-Y 
"' 
The 1985 Heritage Day 
Parade of Bridgewater State 
College steps ·off at noon this 
coming Saturday from the 
parking lot at Great Hill, and 
this year more student groups 
will be involved than ever 
before. 
Competing for the "Presi-
dent's Cup. Grand Prize". and 
$150 cash, as well as other 
prizes, will be 18 floats from 
various student clubs, classes, 
residence halls, fraternities and 
sorority, and campus organiza-
tions. 
"In addition to all of these 
floats, there will be three bands 
-- including one marching band 
from Portsmouth, Rhode 
Island with 150 members all by 
itself -- and antique cars, fire 
trucks, horses and buggies, and 
more," says Andrea Kaufman, 
Class of '85, who is the parade 
coordinator. 
Last year Andrea was part of 
the team from Pope Jfall that 
won the President's Cup Grand 
Prize for best float entry. 
Here is a list of student 
groups which have already 





S.ll. Program Committee 
•"''m~JJ~Jb~1$i,~!°J~.aders 
· Ensemble Theatre 
S.A.M. (Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management) 
Athletics 
Chi Alpha 
Phi Beta Sigma 
Alpha Upsilon 
Kappa Phi Omega 
Sigma Chi 
Chess Club 
Clas~ of 1985 
Class of 1987 
Class of 1988 
On Tuesday, April 23, at 
11 :00 a.m., there will be a 
mandatory meeting for ~!~ 
groups participating in room 
36, Boyden Hall. Each group 
should send a representative to 
the meeting or call campus ext-
ens.ion 1335 to make alterna-
tive arrangeme,nts. 
' ShC>W .. SPltlt 
''We're very grateful to t~ 
Student Government Associa-
tion," says Mr. David Wilson, 
Director of Community Ser-
vices, whose office orgaµizes 
the parade ·each year. "The: 
SGA provides the bulk of the 
funding, with considerable help 
from the College as well, to 
make this parade possible. It 
has bec-0me the largest college 
parade in New England. The 
idea originated with the SG.A 
- President in 1982, Bill Mullen, 
and the .Student Govemn::font 
has been the parade's biggest 
booster." 
The parade will assemble at 
the Great Hill Parking Lot on 
Saturday morning, and 
precisely at noon Parade 
Marshal Denis Lawrence, Jr., 
the SGA President, will -give 
the signal as each SGA Presi-
dent has done before him and 
the parade will begin moving 
down Burrill A venue. 
It will turn left on Plymouth · 
Street by Smudin's then right 
on Hale Street. The parade 
then swings left on Route 18 
(Broad Street) . and heads 
toward the center of town. 
The parade passes by the 
Town Common then heads 
down School Street by the Fire 
Station heading toward 
Boyden Hall. 
The official Reviewing Stand 
will oe sefup·on-we·g:r-ass .. on·the 
side of Boydenr Hall, where the 
judges invited by the College 
will carefully look over each 
float. 
The parade swings on to-the 
College Quadrangle, and at the 
parade's conclusion, an awards 
ceremony will be held on th~ 
steps of Boyden Hall, where the 
prize winners will be 
announced. 
For more parade· informa-
tion, call the Community 
Services Office at campus 
extension 1335. Late entri~ 
will be accepted for any student 
group who may wish to enter 
tl].e competition. 
Sl:~IV'~S!! 
12 DAYS. LEFT OF SCHOpL}! 
'*****~~•**************************************~**** COUNTDOWN PARTY 
~*****~************************~******************** 
WOODEN NICKEL 
$2.00 to get in April 25 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
·sp.,ns<>red by the·,c1a:ss cf,•Sci L_~~~~__,_~~~_:_~---~~~~--~~~~~~ 
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Amhony G. Fagen 
Sports Editor 
A combination of rights and jabs has e'nded the questioning of 
who is the best middleweight fighter in the world, Brockton's own 
Marvelous Marvin Hagler. His third round TKO over Thomas 
"The (supposed) Hit Man" Hearns out in Las Vegas last Monday 
night ended all doubt that Hagler can fight and win, without all 
the prancing around that his challenger decided to do prior to the 
fight. Hagler is now looking to break the record of most title 
defenses by a middleweight . That record stands at 14, and most 
likely Hagler, if he fights sub-par competition, will break that 
record. It is uncertain who Hagler will fight next, although it 
might possibly be Roberto Duran, or Hector "Macho" Camacho, 
who was at the fight. Stay tuned. 
He was going at 2:01:00 pace. There was no one near him for 
over twenty miles. Then came the last straightaway before Heart-
break Hill along Commonwealth Avenue. A painful cramp in the 
upper thigh. But he continued on, fighting off the pain in the 
muggy, humid seventy degree conditions, to cross the line on Ring 
Road in front oft he Prudential Building. The earning of the laurel 
wreath. The champion of the 89th Boston Marathon ... Briton Geoff Smith, for the second year, crossing the line in 2: 14:05. Then. , 
there was the last finisher of the marathon, Hugo Barrata, who " 
trained for the 89th classic by iiftingand carryingfruit~boxes in the . 
North End and riding a bicycle, coming across the line as workers 
were dearing the barriers until next year. He finished in eight 
hours flat. 
As for the Red Sox, their annual mid-year slide has begun here 
in April. Losing two at home, and two ouLin Kansas. City (as of 
April 18th when they beat Kansas City in the 14th inning) .. .I will 
add no further c9mr11ent. As of press time, the Sox lost the White 
Sox home opene.r in Chicago 8-1, but came back to wingametwo on a ni.nth inning grand slammer by Marty Barrett for a 12-8 win. 
Thefr record is now 5-5. 
The · 1984-85 Bruins season came to a shattering close last 
Tuesday as Mats Nasland put a 5 foot screamer behind Doug 
Keans with :51 seconds left to give Montreal a 1-0: win in the 
Adams Division semi's. Prediction: .Look for Doug Keans to. be Ho::;ton's first string goalie, with Pete Peeters as number 2. Who-
mever Boston's new coach will be. 
As you prepare for registration (AGGHH) this week, and for 
we. hearty, strong willed (even strong as "Mr. Hulkamania", Hulk 
Hogan) souls of the Communications department who survived 
the pre-:registration CRAZINESS, try tO' find some time out for 
recreation activities here at BSC. It's worth it. 
The William Schmiedel Memorial fund has been instituted to 
provide a Bridgewater student with a scholarship for the study of 
Athletic Training. The fund is looking to raise a minimum of $1,000 in order to keep the award ongoing, and a plaque to be 
placed on .campus to honor Schmiedel. The group is holding a 
raffle, across from the SU Bookstore, this week. First. prize in ' $75~00 in cash, 2nd is $50.00, and 3rd in $25.00. All monies are 
going to a very worthwhile cause. Contributions may be aelivered 
to the William Schmiedel Memorial Fund B.A.A., Woodward 
Residence Hall, Room 10. Please support this fund, it ·is well 
worth its weight in its efforts. 
· 












, Free to All 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
We are a large national 
corporation that is interested in 
students seeking a business 
career. Management and 
marketing are· our specialty~ 
Join us part-time during your 
school year/fulltime for the 
Summer and continue fo grow 
With us after graduation. 
Call: 583-1000 









Another week dow.n, three to 
go, Thank the Lord!! This line is 
from Moe. And what a week it 
was for the spring sports and 
intramurals. 
Headlines have to go to 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE who 
"erupted" for their first win of 
the season. Was this win close? 
No way! It was complete domi-
nation by the most improved 
team of the spring in a ( 16-1) 
killing of Babson College. 
Sophomores Sue Larson and 
Karen Frederico each had four 
goals while co-captain Ruth 
DeBesse chipped in with two as 
well. Co-captain Pain Kelley 
made some very strong moves in 
midfield, setting up quite a few 
goals on the day. Goalie Ellen 
Kelliher, in her first start of the 
year, made some tough saves to 
thwart Babson throughout the 
game. 
The team travels to Wellesley 
from qualifying in the same 
event. Scott Yakola did well in 
the 5000 met~r race also. 
Next stop for Coach Delga-~ollege tomo:row befor~ retu:n- do's troops is the Fitchburg 
mg horn~ against arch-nval Pme State Invitationals this Saturday 
?yla:no'..i:: <lrtTh~r~~a¥.a~;,~:3p P·Ill· ':i•r•·where many others hope to qual-The womens. SOFTBALL. ify for either the Eastern or 
team (10-4}, ha:vmg an up and NCAA Championships. 
down year for th~m •. a:e ~efr· The men's TENNIS team (0-4) n~tely on the ups';mg gomg 1.nto is still in search of their first win 
this past ~ee.kend s g~rne against of the season. Our netmen 
MASCAC nvaJ. Westfield St~te. drobped two matches this week 
The Lady Bears ~re commg to Nichols (6-3) and Curry (8-1 ). 
.off a doubleheader victory over They took on Suffolk this past· 
Rhode Island Col~ege (8~, 6-3), weekend in what could prove to 
a team they .hadn t beat m two. . be that victory they need to get years. The b~g bats were b.oox::i- going this season. 
u1g as BSC came from b~h1~d m . SIDELINES: Alyssa Davis, b.oth game.s t? notch two v1cto- sporting a· couple of black eyes 
nes. Key hits mclu~ed a two-run after a shot· to the schnoz in a doub~ebyJodyWh1~eandatwo- lacross~ game, has· been 
ru? s~ngle by Claudia Hamm. I~ · approached . by the Tareyton 
the mghtcap, a b.ases loaded tn- cigarette company to be their 
ple by. D~b Carreiro pr?'<ed to be. new poster girl... Teammate 
the wmmng blow. Sohd perfor- Karen. Frederico's recent four. 
mances by both . Darlene. Dus- 1_ b · · B It d- M. h 1·1 . C . . goa out urst. aga1.nst abson seau an 1c e e urne on th d b ht . . make all those extra hours work-e m~un roug a smile to ihg with the men's lacrosse team coach Enabenter's face. 
· . The BASEBALLtea. (?-IO) worthwhlle ... Get ready for .a 
, . . . m · . . Sunday .· afternoon canoe· tnp is. starting .to round mto a sohd d th Ch l ·R. . D t · . · own e ar es iver. a e is teall'!,.even though theu record · M ·· 5 t · $3 00 s M'k may not reflect it. The Bears are S ay . ' cos is. . · · ee 1 ,e 
·. ·rr· .·(9-0) h 11 k' . torey for signups ... Women s commg o a s e .ac mg 
from E. Connecticut State. BSC 
~ 
Soccer Club meeting tomorrow 
(Tues) at the Kelly Gym at I I :00 
a.m. All girls interested in play-
ing next fall should be there ... 
Former Miltonian Pam Kelley 
will be moviq& ~q,.SfJn,~q,a~·h~~s 
week. P.K .. does tliat town know 
what they're in for? ... Dave Lan-
glais is BSC.Baseball's ve~sion of 
Mickey Rivers. Every time he 
says something you sha~e your 
head in disbelief.... Triathlon 
time will soon be upon us. Cathy 
Baker is learning to swim again-
... Maureen Mahoney was we~r­
ing shorts the other day with 
those little buttons down the 
side. She knows ·they drive n:e 
wild ... All Red Sox fans were m 
hysteria when they swept t~e 
Yankees in three. Yankee d1e-
hards Mike O'Neil and myself 
were down but not .. out. We 
know the Red Sox wear the 
tightest collars in the league. 
Long live Bucky Dent!. .. Con-
gratulations to Baseball ~oach 
Glenn Chatterton on the birth of 
his new son on Friday. Hope-
fully he looks like your wife. 
ran into a buzz. saw of a pitcher 
as he mowed down 14 batters 
straight in hurling a three-hitter. It's Cathy Baker 
4. 
ECS is probably. the best Div-· 
ision III team .in New EnglancL 
That game doesn't show, Eastern CoUe_geAthletic'Confer-though, how well this tearn has By · ence~s all.;.star and all-New Eng-improved f.rom. day· one; .. They Doug Benson land teams; along. with earning Staff Writer. 
· d I are getting solid pitching from 
_ the Player of the Year a war · n t h t t. t t. · f J · h her academic studies~ she. has · e s ar mg ro a ion. O · 0 .n She is a 5 foot 9 inch basket~. · Duddy, Dave Langlais, Paul 
· made the Dean's List the-last two Cos.grove, a.nd J.im Porte.r. Joe ball .captain out of Ea,eFal- semesters. 
· · mouth, . MA. S. h. e was · the. . d. h h h t.. • Scibilia usually gets tpe calJf rom As I walke t roµg t e ram-bullpen when help i .. s n. eeded. starting forward. on the Lady,. et's r.oom door,Tnotice4 Ca,t.~y's 
· Bears women's basketball.team. d C h t They take on Babson at home . . . . . • .. . . .. . twin sister an at Y, SU ing th. w· d d A .124 .t 3.30 She is a fqll~t11qe collf~ge student n·gh.t near by .. we exchanged 1s e nes ay·, . pn a . • · i · Ph · · I·· Ed · • · . · · ma1011ng n · . ys1ca ucat1on greetings and I began finding out p.~h ,' .. d . . , and is hoping to graduate this about Cathy Baker-not as a bas-
TRAce Kmt ens an . twdo1;11etnhs May 24th. Who is she? Cathy ketball player ·or. a college earns compe e m. e Baker . . 
. . . SMU Invitational and raised a · · . . . . . student-but a person. '° b . th. ··· .Recently, I took some time to b B. "Wha.t.are your hobbies lew eye rows m e process. · · 11 · · h h' fi · . · .. ·· ·· S . C" d C dh rfi d f . persona y \meet wit t is me and interests?" ~~Ior. l.l.n ..: y. hmfi ... qua 1 .~~ .. o~ .. ·.young ·w ..oma .. n. who .does well ..... · .. CB .. "I.· ~njo.y all types of . I., nt.·ha .. ion~ s.f.m .. :.·8.0e0r. :·. irst ·?··· u(2t~n1 g3 .Oo).· ' ' both.: on the ·ba.s:ketball .. court •... · .·sports:\i~t .o ...nly b. ask.Jet.ball·'·. but.-• . e year or" . •.meters. " , . · . · d f'.i'. h · · · · · h · · ..J • • ·' ·. : · · · · • ·' ~;'":;, i :.· 'r·'E'd B~""..;_.:..,.; ·.:~· ·.. . ·. 'f: .· fofi~ "'"' ..~~ "? d. e:.CQUi"til1l' ~~.t:t.c.3~em1p,. 'ten. n.iS,'SWimm:lng.a:nd:'l"unn:1n1?}';:.1,,· · · ""11.1>J!.1Ail'uiet~ ts .. ne~ aF · ·• · studies. Baker was selected to the , · com. on p.13 .··~ .. :~~.·:~. ~~.:~ ... ·.·'..!/s·····.·t.. · d ···· t \:'·.:·-a.~~L.· · u en s , . . •. 
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The Good Sport 
By {Hoston snould. put out a new ad a) go all the way a) Donald Trump 
'Bsc 
The Good Sport campaign, "In Boston the air b) lose to Philly· b) lack of fan support 
Staff Writer does not choke so watch ourath- c) play with one hand ties c) lack of TV coverage 
Hello Sports Fans,· I love ya. 
letes do it for you'') behind their backs d) it looks like a sand lot 
3) All the Red Sox are missing is 6) The Patriots could win the pick up game 
The Good Sport is here so lets 
talk sports!. It's quiz and opin-
ion time: 
a) a left handed 
pitcher 
Superbowl if they ---. (Isn't it too early for the Sox to 
relief . a) fire Billy Sullivan get our hopes up and slide all in 
1) WQ.o should the Bruins hire as 
head coach? 
a) Don Che~ry 
b) Ro·n Meyer 
c) Bobby Sands 
d) Jo~n of Arc 
e) ·Any Martyr will do, it 
doesn't matter to Harry Sinden. 
(LA Beer is the greatest stuff 
since Income Tax.) 
2) Why does bowling consist-
ently get the top ratings on TV 
for sports programming? 
a) The excitement 
b) Its better than watching 
Carol Vadnais on Great Sports 
Le·gends. 
b) a shortstop 
c) speed 
d) about 3 million dollars a 
year due to Rice, Boggs, and 
Stanley 
(Wouldn't Boston fans be saved 
alot of misery if the Celt is played 
year round! ! !) · 
4) Marvin Hagler should ----. 
a) fight Duran 
b) fight Hearns 
c) retire 
d) go into tag team action 
with Mr. T 
(Why does a sub .250 hitter bat 
second in the BSC baseball team 
lineup?) 
5) In the playoffs the Celtics 
should ----. 
b) fire Billy Sullivan the first two weeks) 
c) hire some one to take 9) The biggest disappointment in 
Billy Sullivan's place the last ten years is--. 
e) won the most games in a) 1978 Red Sox 
the season, including the b) 1984 Red Sox 
Superbowl c) 1975 Red Sox I 
(The Patriots, Red Soxs and d) Howard Cosell leaving 
Bruins should all be world Monday Night Football. 
champs within three years ... No- GOOD DAY FROM THE 
tice ho~w serious this article has GOOD SPORT!!! 
been so far.) 
7) The Cavaliers could beat the 
Celtics if ----. 
a) Bird gets hurt 
b) the Celtics can't get 
motivated 
c) they (the Celts) didn't 




It's that time of year again 
when you need to start getting in 
shape, for it's less than three 
weeks before the third annual 
Bridgewater State Triathlon. · 
This year's triathlon will take 
place on Friday, May 10th, at 
3:00 p.m. at the Kelly Gym. 
8} The biggest problem with the 
l)SFL is ----. 
For those of you who are new 
______ :._;:=-----------------~----.-----------------------------1to what a triathlon entails, it is 
Baker, cont. from p.12 the combination of three events: 
c) People like watching real 
athletes. 
D.B.: "Anything else?" coach Dede Enabenter and head swimming. biking, and running. 
C.B.: "Well bicycling, and I coach, Bo Ruggiero. She said Distances for the BSC Triathlon 
enjoy reading a lot." that Bo Ruggiero is the "magic are a 500 yard swim, a 13.5 mile 
Baker, on the court this past man" because he makes things bike, and a 4.3 mile run. If you 
season averaged 15.3 points and happen-and quickly. "Our team feel you can't do all three, get 
13.5 reboun<l;s per game, while is the family, and he is the father. together with a couple of friends 
shooting 54% from the floor. Off (Bo Ruggiero is) a great coach with each of you taking an event. 
the court, she devoted herself to because he commands respect The various race c:ategories are 
her studies, maintaining above a not by what he says but by what as follows: 
3.3 grade point average for the he does .... he will do anything for I )Open (Male) No age limit 
school year. · you-not only on the court, but 2)0pen (Female) No age limit 
As we continued talking about off the court as well... I know that 3)Studcnt (Male) 
her basketball career, and the people sometimes don't see 4)Student (Female) 
fact that she was the captain of Coach Ruggiero that way. They 5) 3 Person Relay (Male) 
one of the best women's Division think he's a hard taskmaster, but 6) 3 Person Relay (Female) 
III (NCAA) basketball teams, he really isn't. He'll do anything 7) 3 Person- Relay (Co-ed) 
she commented, "1 don't really for us." 
•#if: r~~'9M'.ff't!f1'I'.g"'Ttt!'~'ta11rof' ·~··· ··~s ··ror lssistant coacn''Enao::;· 
a basketball te~m all that much. enter, )'fShe's been a .great help 
I try to go out every night and do this year. The freshmen on the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~benjoblp~~hlyca~All~ kamreeh~umoreua~~~. 
"" •.• :,·-... ....... ,1.r"":io"'~''-""'~ ....... W--;k''•···---····-'h''.>·f,' ., •. ,.. 
Awards wiJI be given to each' 
team member of the first, 
second, and third place teams in .. 
each category. The entry fee is · 
$5.00 for students,' and $10.00 
for non-students. This includes, 
an official triathlon T-shirt and 
coupons for food and drinks at 
the post race barbecue. Applica-
tions are available in the intram-
ural rack "in the Kelly Gym lobby 
R'
' ,,. ' . u·. g· ' ·b· ·y· . ' ' ,· us on the team are really just but most importantly she's a per-
' ~o~d friends, both on and off the son who really wants to help 
court." She also commented them all out." 
shortly thereafter that "I am the Cathy Baker has excelled in De" eats west Roxbury only senior on the team, but I try both athletics and academics. 
"-.I 
1 
to forget about it. We all go out · She is hard working and deter-
By and do the best we can as a team, . mined to do her best. 
Andy Capp 
Contributing Writer 
were pinned in their own . end, 
but only momentarily. Jeff 
"Sprout" ·Mccorrison found 
himself trapped and elected to 
we really treat each other fairly/' 
Two people who really inspire 
her are her assistant basketball 
================== · or in the IM Office (114). 
The Men's rugby club punt the ball to "touch", that is, 
defeated a strong West Roxbury to have the ball hit the ground 
team on Saturday. The setting and go out of bounds which 
was excellent. The bright sun would produce a "line. out" 
and pleasant breeze were accom- ·(explained' in last week's issue). 
p'anied by a p:mgent aroma drif- Sprout was not so lucky as the 
f b ball took a West Roxbury iting . rom a near Y sewerage bounce towards the middle of plant that just captivated the 150 
people that attended the festive the field. Peter Connor was the 
activities. first player to apply.pressure and 
· The game was quite sluggish picked off a West Roxbury pass 
in the first half. West Roxbury and sprinted 55 meters for a try. 
got on the board first with a The extra kick failed leaving 
penalty field goal after Bridge- West Roxbury with a 10-3 
water was ruled offstde. This deficit. It was at this time that the 
made the score 3-0, and at this partisan crowd let out some very ' 
time the Bridgewater team woke eapricious comments towards 
up. The Scrummers hustled_ and the three Bridgewater alumni 
proved_ to -be mor~ aggresi\'e as who were playing for West Rox-
t,hey repeatedly obtained posse- bury. The embarrassed ruggers 
sion of the ball. They attacked drop kicked from the fifty (as a 
ferociously in a similar manner .te.sult of the failed conyersion). 
to ants. on a crumb or maybe Five minutes later Brett "Boo-
even like . eight. pigeons on a . 7 ebag" Boswell set up Kurt for a 
french fry outside. a neigh boor- ry with the ·help· of a goalpost 
hood McDona,ld's. This engi- hat just _happened· to leave the 
neered Bridgewater's 1st score in oall . iri the end zone to be 
Pou.need· .on .. · .. Th~· extra \kick. the' game· as Marc . Levergne 
dashed 25 meters along the far made it 16:.J. One more penalty 
sideline and Kurt Guiollette pro- kick ended the trashing. ·The 
vide the extra kick for a 6-3 half- . "Blushing Three" could be heard 
time lea.d.· saying, "I• guess we taught them 
The ,; A" R,uggers proved that Well." That they did! The final 
b score was-··.Bridgewater 19" West they are a second half team · y 
exterminating West Roxbury in. Roxbury 3. 
tions. Bridgewater's ·Bee's played 
extremely spirited Rugby for 80 
minµtes, and have not.P.ing to be 
ashamed of. They made Quincy 
earn every point they got. Good 
job guys! . 
The B.R.F.C. will travel to 
.Babson. this .week:end (ROAD-
TRIP! ! !) for an 8 team invita':' 
tional . toµrney with a great 
'attitude. The club should 'place' 
as their play has been progres-
sively better each week. Good 
luck mates! 
So get those legs in shape! Y uu 
may be the .· BSC Triathlon 
Champion for 1985. 
'i .. ~~ • .. l\ ·,.t.··J .. ~'~!!. f~~.,:t_ ~~?~~;<1~.::~"'i)'!.1!Jl",t;rr!\::':,,,,~.~~·p~.:~·:~,,r~.'·;~~)"\-t .-t.t.,,;1 , 
r. 
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psychology to philosophy and biology. Since there is no guarantee 
which one of these the student would be exposed to, and since in all 
probabflity the methodology would be assumed rather than 
develop,ed--for the prii:iary emphasis in such a course would be the 
soecific content--the Subcommittee concluded that students should be 
r~quired to sample each type of learning. 
The Subcommittee emphasizes that it is not just the 
techniques, t~e tools of the inqqiry, and the "objective" data that 
differ among"the various methodologies. Rather, a methodology 
emhraced a fundamental orientation tovard experience, as seen in 
~ertR1n questions being regarded as significant and others less 
significant, as seen in certain emphases on what should be taken 
a~rioudlJ i~ cur experience, and as seen_ in the entire perspective 
~nat ~haracterizes a practitioner of a pirticular ~ethodology. It is 
t·"'t t'oo far off the mark to speak of a methodology as embracing a "way 
of :1 fe". Hence, in i,r~~,.pdµcing students to ~.uc~ ways of living and 
experiencing and corning to know, we will be encouraging the student to 
find out about himself or herself--as to who he or she is--which is 
again pert of the self-discovery component of the GERs. 
4. Pluralism: Our student body, while talented and interested, 
is pro71ncial and often unaware of the multi-cultural, multi-national, 
nat~re of our world. It is crucial that our GERs open our students to 
~he co-ex~stence of many value 8ystems. 
Goals of General Education 
G1~Pn the GER criteria of,generality, skills, met~odology, and 
rtu:-'lL1sm--1irindpl,•s which have arL::ien from a faculty and college 
m11'!1~Gt!'--t!:•• ~ubcomJTiittee recommends that the GER program respond to 
the .·,,1~e..,.- mi;ision ty providing as firm groun1ing in certain 
fufid~~~~~al skills and methodologies for all recipients of the 
Hridpew~tPr State College diploma. 
.1. 7ne Subcommittee recommends that th~ General Education 
: ~:: 1J g r arr:: t. t :. as e d on the pre m.i a e th st a 11 e d u ca t e d p e rs on s , what eve r 
their car~er interests, should possess the following essential 
academic :;k'..: 1.s: 
a. ab~l4ty to write clearly and effectively! 
o. abi~~ty to listen clearly and effectively; 
c. ability to think critically; 
1. abflity to think quantitatively; 
e. ~bility to locat~ and process i~formation. 
2. ~he Subcomm~~'ee further recommends that students should 
arquire an under~tanding of a sigr.ificant body of factual knowledge 
'lnd principles AND experience in the critical and methodological 
processes of the followin~: 
a. description and doc~mentation of Western Civilization which 
introduces students to a substantial, coherent, and broad 
perspective on historical knowled~e within Western cultu~e 
and to the nature of historical inquiry; 
b. literary analysis of several masterwo~ks of English, 
American, and European literature; 
c. philosophical analysis of significant human concerns; 
d. systematic study of modes of artistic expression; 
e. facts, principles, and methods develop~d Ly the sc~ences for 







There should also be attention to poise, gesture, 
articulation, eye contact, and the like. The idea is that 
students should know how to prssent, clearly and 
effActively, with confidence and vitality, themselves and 
their ideas. Again, given that there is a department 
specifically geared, by training and inclination, to teach 
such a course, it seemed fitting to the Subcommittee to ask 
it to carry out this important task. 
Ability to think critically 
As with the first two skills, so with critical 
thinking--there is a department at the College, 'which by 
training and inclination can be asked to introduce studente 
to the skill of critical thinking. This skill involves the 
recognition of argument--that it i~ different from 
description in that it calls for the presentation of 
reasons; the awareness both that arguments can be evaluated 
and how to go about that; the ability to distinguish the 
premises of an argument from its conclusion; the 
understanding that true premises alone do not guarantee a 
true conclusion; the understanding of the common falladies 
and how to reply to them; and so on. 
(See "Philosophy," page 12) 
Ability to locate and process information 
INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION RESOURCES l CREDIT 
The aim of this course is ~o introduce the student to the 
use ·of information resources, especially at Maxwell Library, 
so that the student may attain a working ability in the 
research tools whic~ are available. These tools 
include--but do not exhaust--the general reference 
collection (encyclopedias, dictionaries, general indices); 
the special reference collections (the indices and abstracts 
of particular subject matters and areas); periodicals ~nd 
microfiche collections; the curri~ulum library (ERIC, test 
collections, curriculum guides); u~-line bibliographic 
search tools (ILL and SMICL); the card catalogu~; government 
documents; Canadiana; Special Collections; and reserve 
services. 
M ~~THODO LOG IES: UNDERSTANDING OF AND EXPERIENCE IN--
Fi. 
.· fv!_Cf-~1 · 1" t. . . h The description and documentaLi0n o 1v1 iza ion wnic 
introduces s~udenta to a ~ubstantial, coherent, ~nd broad 
perspective of histo~ical knowled~e within Western culture 
and to the nature of historical inquiry. 
HISTORY 6 ..;HED1T~ 
explaining.human behavior in individual and sociai settings; The point of this requirement is to make clear to the 
g, systematic study of a foreign language; atu~ent that history is not a body of static knowledge, in 
r. facts, principles, a'nd methods' developed by the sciences for R 
h. facts, principles, and methods developed PY mathematics for , the aenae of "unanimously agreed on views of the past,• but 
studying mathematical reality; · that it is dynamic and very much in quest!on. Hence GER 
L. facts, p~inciples, and methods for understanding a • history course~ are to be issue-oriented, concerned with 
non-Western civilization. cqn;U~cting points in the understanding c;,· our past---for 
· · · , ·. ,.· ·'!.£ · ,,,, ···~·· "'·' · ,. " ,,,,,,,.,. .... , ,, .. , .. ·:, ''..:" ·:;;,' .~:ff;•,,i:ii,,h:· .,,,1·'"··.·.:'.r ..J .. ''.'".·,'.:.x,:,"'·8g"··~l1'0·,·,•.·,.!1',;_,",··1·~~·.•.•,:·•.:.~.'"''!J~~:C~'i!:;h,,,.;rlv:i:,., .• \•s,.:rt;"~i ... ··"·B>a·,,µn'. l!li"','tJ"'y-,v •. ..-.. l!IJ."ti.l!'h·. '."!.n•o, ~i·g~:;ti;Q:n}1ic~;n;;:..:od.f =-~_ no~"t"'0h F~o!_- ins. e 111i· ~dnc e. In short, in keeping with themissi.i:in"''oif' 'Lhe'·C:o1!1e''!te",··tne'·'""'""'"'''""':'"'""'"""' ·•" ''"· "· ... iv1'():r. • c ~ ~ ~ w ,. ~ 
G!':Rs ::ihould cnsur!' that every graduate has attained a level of 0 the origin .and growth of nation :sta::es, the Acierican 
1rnd!'rstanding in certain methodologies basic to the life of the mind• Revolution and Civil War, and so on. :'he 9.im, then, will be 
In so doing the graduate will master the significant bodies of facitual to encourage the knowledge and underst~~ding of a variety of 
knowledge and principles that are relevant to those methodologie~. historical interpretations, wit~ the objective of leading 
For the point of the GERs is not to train studetts for specific career the student to take part in these questions as members of 
fielda, many'of w~ich evolve at a pace ~eyond the ability of the his or her cul~ure. The point, in sum, is ceither to 
edu~tional est~bllshment to maintain or predict. We cannot forecast provide a ~eneral survey course, with ~he danger of giving 
what will be specifically require~ in the future. But we do know that the impression. that history is just a body of fixed . 
the kinds of skills and methodo_logies represented above will always be knowledge, nor to provid,!! s course that is so specific and 
in 1emand as lor.g as we live in a civilization that is recognizably p narrow in focus that the student will fail to appreciate a 
human.· .. broad nistorical perspective. Rather, the point is to 
' 
·. . introduce the student to some of the major historical 
questions and issues which arise as we seek to make sense of Spe~\fic General Education Requirements our past. No more than one course in American History may 
satisfy this requirement. 
In developing these requirements it is imperative once again to 
c~~P n mind that the Subcommittee worked hard to have them issue out 
o: H :~~itimate rationale, It is for this.reason that we have 
attempted to prepare their way by the above analysis and 
reconstruction 6f the Subcommittee's deliberations. 
Hence it vould be to miss the .point of the GERs to read the 
following vithqut h~eding, and carefully, vhat vent before. 
What the Subcommittee d~d not do was to start.with' the 
rf'.'quirements and theq look f~r a rationale. Rather, it fir1:1t, 
and painstakingly, developed ~ rational• that would make ~erise 
.;ERs ae s vhole and only th,en ·did i "t loo .• to ,the :>pecifi~ 
req ui rem en ts. 
Moreo,•er, it is also crucial to realize. that thE· GER5 as 
envisioned. by the Subcommittee are not ir:ere introductiOns to skills or 
disciplines as defined by the instructor", Ratter, and this is of 
µtmllst c.:incern to us, the GER~' arr llf cullege-w:.:le. interest and 
bt·c;wsc ef tl'is the GERs are of cullcge-·wltle determ:fnat:ilir. Any 
course tl·at is tl> carry OER credit rrw;t he of a ·1·urt<dn ord·er and chat 
ordc>r must be <letermlned in part by th~· at>ove mentjo/\ed working 
motifs, guiding pr:i.m: iples, and goals. tie11ce·, tht· dt=script::ion l'f the 
GERs. shut:ld be atter.dec to with care, for the Subcouuritt.:Oe vie1,,ed 
these descriptions a~ obe of its principle cu~cribucionP -- insofar as 
it took as one of its ,tasks the sh<irFenlng L'P of both tne general 
conception and the particular carrying out cf the GERs. 
With.· ~best: .last i:wo pcints ir. mind; we mCJy now turn to tb:! 




Ahi'lity to write clearly and effectivdy 
E~!GLISR C'OMPOSITION 6 CREDITS 
The poi.nt to bi: emphasized here j s chat this is a writing 
C<~urse and not a thecry ..:curse <>bout writing. The aim is to 
get tre 1stWoi1fsfo writ1E; A~sli ,t:p write often about all &orts 
uf sub_'ects and concern~. GraD11U<•r, spelling, word choice, 
style, literary strategies -- all Jo1Hl be addressed by this 
course of stud::. The iclea is that students ;;hould know, 
clearly and eff ecthcly, hM.i to or3anize the:'.r ideas and to 
presr,nt th~.m ir writing so_ the: t somec-ne who is not 
necessarily~ of ·their sc:me L'rientation can nonetheJ ess 
understand tr.em. A T"dntical Writin,g course would be· too 
iopl?cifie for this rec:uirement. Given thar the English 
Department is set up tc introdt;ce students to the general 
. task of v.riting, it seemi:-d St!itable to the Subcc.mmittee to 
.af1k it to initiate this.important. !:ask'. At the same time, 
we emphasize that writing should be .a'. task of the College 
in general and· of" the GERs in particular. " 
Ability to speak clearly and effectively 




As with writing so wit!". speaking _;.. 'i::he point J:,o be emphasized 
here is that this is a course in speaking e.nd not a t"hf'!oty 
course. The ailr i.s to get tre studei;-t to si::eak, and tc 
Ei.P.~Ak .. frft·f:nr about. ail Sor.ts cf'~Slib}ects-~and·,,,.·c·o~nc¢'rTis fO··a1f- :: ;·~/ 
scrts of settings and environments. ·.·.·~~i>•~des attention r:o &"'\ :r::;:,~12·'.~.'P!:'·~~ 
crganizat:ion of ideas, .cian.i~;, and yiv. i.dn~ss ·()f ,ex. Rr.es>.i;:rn,,, 







Literary analysis of several masterwor~s of English 
American, and European literature 
LITERATURE 3 CfrEDITS 
This course is intended to encourage, enhance, and extend 
the student's response to literary art oy introducing the 
procesfies of thoughtful litarary analysis .. It also seeks to 
further the student's understanding of the western literary 
tradition.as a major body of knowledge a~out the human 
condition, by focusing on classic texts from that 
tradition. As such, the course aims to teach the student to 
read independently and with careful attention to the text; 
to help the student in ;rgsnizing her or his critical 
responses to literature; to make clear how a reader can 
communicate an informed ~valuation of a literary text; to 
enlarge the range of approaches ~ccording to which the 
stud•nt makes aesthetic.judgements; to d~monstrate the 
applicability and utility of li\erary critical terms; and to 
provid~ the student with a sense of thP. cqntext out.of which 
a work has grown and within which ~t is to be appraised. 
While courses satisfying this requirement are not meant to 
be o'ut-and-out survey courses--for o:ice again the point is 
to acquaint the student with the fact of disagreement in the 
i~terpretation of literature and to invite the student to 
take part in the on-going conversation--the course . 
nan~theleee should have an appreciable range a~d pe~spect1ve 
involving at least 2 varieties of genres.and histor1~al 
periods. •The DetectiTe Novel" and the Short Story. fo~ 
• ins.tance, would not be considered suitable for GER offerings 
in th.is regard. 
Philosophical analysis of significant human concerns 
PHILOSOPHY 3 CREDITS 
The skill of critical thinking cannot be developed in a 
yacuum but must b• reinforced through t~e continued 
\~xamination of argument--here, in the extensive 
philosophical ~naJysis of significant human concerns. The 
point of this-~ill be to teach the student to think 
independently( by ~aking the student aware of the 
· presuppo~i~ions governing a particular issue or set of 
issues, and •j,,n 'particular by ·helping studen~s to 07ganiz: 
and sharpen self-critical responses to the i~eolqg1es ana 
_presu~pos1tions of their time and place. This course is to 
enlarge the r~nge of options by which a :student makes 
philosophical appraisals concerning his or her life by 
illuminating alternative views of persons, knowledge, and 
value. As with history.and literature, so ~ith 
philos6phy--the course should have an appreciable ran~e t~ 
it without being a mere 6urvey course. While an. examination 
of Western views of property--Hobbes, Locke'. Hume, Kant, and 
Hegel--would be acceptable, a course in medical or business 
eth~cs would -.not." 
.,, .. '!~ ';-· ._ .. , ""' -;.., ;,!; '... .... '.Ii';•," ·J~ :~ • 
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A RESUME CAN'T GET YOU A lOB! 
But a properly presented resume can get you an interview •.. 
and that's what a resume should be designed to do! 
o/ild 6R~-
SPEC_IAL-IZES IN RESUMES 
The security chief in China reports that Peking is experiencing 
the lowest crime rate in thirty years. A law and order campaign by 
Communist authorities is claimed to be responsible for the low 
crime r'1,te. Human rights groups assert that at least ten thousand 
people have been executed in the crackdown. 
Army officers in El Salvador say three rebels were killed when 
leftist guerillas attacked the newest hydro electric dam. Three 
thousand troops searched the countryside for the other guerillas. 
IJ Since 1981 our principals have been preparing resumes and advising clients on ! ~. iob hunting, interviewing, and career progress. We offer a .full range of vt§:ry I : 1ffordable services: from resume writing to career consultation. · 
According to a Senior Israeli official, israeli Prime Minister 
Simon Peres will meet with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak. 
However, there has .been no site chosen yet for the May meeting. If 
the two should meet, it will be the first time in four years that the 




... It all begins with a personal interview ... And thats FREE. Give us a call and then 
clip out the coupon below for a 10 percent discount on any service we provide. 
,. IT'S A FACT: 10% OFF. -·~-
The United Nations Security Council voted to maintain the 
peace keeping force in Lebano~ for another six months. A te~ 
·nation, 5,800 member force has been in Lebanon since the Israeh 
invasion in June of 1982. The Soviet Union· abstained in the 
voting. The decision came after some of the worst' fighting in a 
year erupted in Beruit. Rival Moslem militia factions engaged in 
fifteen hours of street battles that left 29 people dead and another 
169 wounded. 
Following the violence, the Syrian-supported ''National Unity" 
government crumbled. Prime Minister Rashid Karami and his 
cabinet resigned. It is reported that Karami will lead a temporary 
government until the future of the cabinet is determined. 
President Reagan, looking for support of his Nicaraguan aid 
package. invoked the name of Pope John Paul II. He s~ggested 
that he supported .. all our activities" in Central America. The 
White House later said, however, that Reagan did not mean the 
Pope specifically endorses the U.S. policy. A Vatican official in 
the U.S. released a statement that separated the Pope from any 
American "military aspects" in policy. 
~~~~~~ 
C'<JUrse Off erfifg~, 
PR 205 MEDICAL ETHICS structures some of the key mo.ral 
questions current in medical circles--such ·as: .Is abortion ever 
justified?--Euthanasia? Is it ever permissible to lie to a patient? Is 
there a right to medical care? How should medical care, especially 
scarce medi<ial resources. be distributed? Is there a non-value 
laden notion of mental health? · 
PL 302 GREAT PHILOSOPHERS II: KANTAND WEST-
ERN METAPHYSICS. An examination of the philosophical 
systems of Kant, Schopenhauer, and other_great metaphysical 
thinkers of the 18th, 19th, and -20th centuries. The course will 
begin with a survey of views of Kant's predecessors, most notably 
Descartes; Leibniz, and Hume. Then Kant's criticisms of these 
philosophers and his metaphysics of transcendental idealism will 
be examined. -Next, criticisms of Kantian and Hegelian meta phys-
• ical and ethical systems will oe explore~ in the work_of Schqpan-
hauer and to a lesser extent1 Neitzsche. Finally, we will look at 
recent analytical metaphysics which takes a Kantian point of 
departure. 
l>L 322 PHILOSOHY OF LAW focuses on the nature and ~urpose of law in pursuit of answers to. such questions as: Is the 
state ever justified in using law to. limit individual liberty? Would 
prevention of harm to others,'immorality, self-destructiveness or 
advocacy of false or dangerous ideas justify legal interfer~nce? Are . 
there any rational grounds for daiming that we have ina~ienable 
rights-of privacy, speech, control of one'~ body? In holdm~per­
sons accountable for their actions, how should we understand the 
notions of responsibility, liability, and culp~bility? ls the insanity 
plea an acceptable form of legal defense? ~s p~nis~ment morally 
justifiable? What is justice and how ca~ it be achieved through 
law? 
The time to begin your 
.Career Search is NOW ... 
Not June or September. 
THE BEARER Of THiS COUPON 
IS ENTITLED TO 
10% OFF 
CALL.TODAY 697-2453 
r C?/Zlut· 6R e-watcecl-
! P.O. Box 73, Bridgewater, MA 02324 




will not be registering with your (This is a requirement. The 
'.cUrss:-Tou &b011ltl'' comltcr-)"anr -- cours'eryrru-·wtfh:r·1tr-t~Jre;· ·that 
advisor for further information. your advisor has approved in 
Youwill be registering at the Ele-: credit hours, are listed on that 
' It is that time of the year again menatary Education office. card. This is a required piece of 
when the upper foyer of the Stµ- Registration for the Class of material, just as a ticket is impor-
dent Union turns into a mass of 1988 begins at 9:00 a.m. on tant to get on to a bus, plane, or 
people anxiously waiting to get Thursday the 25th. All members train. If you have lost your card,;.~ . 
into the Ballroom for the tedious of the class will be registered see your advisor!) 
process of regist~ring for .their according to a lottery 'system. A Relaxed Mind 
next semester's course~. Last This list is posted in the Regis- (Stay calm. When you walk in, 
week in The Comment, our trar's Office at Boyden -Hall. yc,m will know what is meant by 
friend Iggy put it so correctly. There are four groups register- the phrase, "Patience is a 
Courses do close fast at registra- ing. You can, if necessary, regis- virtue.") 
tion. So when the first registra- ter later. But attempt to register When you walk into registra-
tions begin 'tommorrow (April with .your group. The foul-ups tion, you will receive a master 
23), you might very well want to can be very painful come August I~M card. This has your name, 
take some preca'utionary when your schedule is mailed to your class year, and your major. 
measures. your home. RememJ:>er, you are Do not lose this card. Using your 
Registration for the Class o~ responsible for securing the green card as a guide, go to the 
1986 and all Graduate Students group number you are assigned. respective tables where you can 
begins tommorrow (April 23) at If you are a handicapped or register for your courses. You 
9:00 a.m. in the Ballroom. The -disabled student, and the han- will receive another IBM card 
best advice any student can give dicap prevents you from partici- for each class you regsiter for. 
you is to get to the Union very pa ting in the regular You will .also need your master 
eariy, around 7:00 a.m., if you registration, you should ·see IBM card to be stamped with the 
want to be one of the first people Nurse Deep at the Student code letter of each department 
in the door at· 9:00. It. may be Health Service for information (i.e.: "EN" means you have regis-
necessary tq skip class, but if you on registration, , . tered for an English course). 
are really having problems in Special students will be regis- When you are finished register-
your class, see your teacher tering only' on Monday, April ing for all your courses, present 
TODAY!· You do not want to 29th from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. your master IBM card, and you 
miss clas's and have problems in the Ballroom. course cards at the exit' desk. 
here in these final four weeks of Those students who miss their Make sure you have all ,your 
class. An · important note for registration date can register at a cards, and your master IBM 
Senior Elementary and Early late registration on Monday, stamped. Once you have handed.--'"' 
Childhood Education majors: April 29th in the Ballroom fro in these cards in, you are free ta 
PL 402 PROBLEMS OF EXPERIENCE; KNOWLEDGE, You will not be registering at this 1:00 p_.m. to 3:00 p.m. You will _once again enter a sedate civili .. AND PERCEPTION explores some· of the central issues of the time. You will be registering by be assesed a late registration fee:·· ··zatiO'tt/"'Don't forget, or throw 
theory of knowledge as seen in the Western philosophi~ tradition- your department according to It takes a very cool head when out, your green card. If you sche-
-e.g., What is truth? Can reality.beknow?? Is t~e~eahighestform your teaching assignment. going through the pains of regjs- 'dule comes, a~d you find there is 
of )mowledge: mathematics? log~c_? eghics? r~hg~on? The ~~urse Check the bulletin board at the fration~ so to save yourself some an error (computers can be falli-,il' investigates these questions. by cnt1cally cons.1.dermg a traditional Teachet Preperation office· for very unnecessary grief . and , bl.e sometimes), you will be able-.:., · 
master--e.g., a Plato, Arjstotle, Locke-.:.and then a ~ontempora~y more information. If you are a anger, take the timeto make sure to correct it by the Drop I Add' 
carrying on of that thinker's ideas such as, respectively, found m graduate student, you must you are prepared for regisfra- system . 
. Goudel, Lonergan, and Nozick. obtain an approval form at the tion. Here is what you need: For further information, con-
Graduate School office in the Your B.S.C. I.D. tact your advisor~ Freshmen can 
·RE 315 THE LIFE OF JESUS. The course will include and Maxwell Library. (If you don't have one, get .in also contact the Freshman-· 
in-depth study of the events in .Jesus' li~e; his bhth, ministry, Registration for the Class of contact with.the Director's office Advising Center, Maxwell death and its aftermath. It will raise questions about the accuracy 1987 begins at 9:00 a.m. on Wed- · at the Student Union for the Library, 1st floor. They will be:: 
of the' bibiical and extra-biblical accounts of his life. Hi~ teachings nesday the 24th. An important hours that the I.D. Room will be always happy to assist you with 
_will also be carefully considered, both f~r content and mterpr:ta- note for all Department of Edu- open. You will not be allowed in any problem or qµestion you 
tion. We wiil ask, Was Jesus the Messiah? Why do Je~s reject cation Majors entering their at .registration without your have about registratfon. 
hlm? Why has his life.so profoundly affected human history? Junior professional semester at I.D.) · ·' · ~~~~Q:;:~~~::::::::.:::::~.....e::-:::......~~~~._:::i...,:::::::;;;~!::::d:~'Burn-ell Campus School: You ··Your Cou:rse1 .Approval Car_d 
'I I I I 
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Aii':, MUSIC, THEATRE. DA!I<:::, <jfi PHOTOG:iAPhY 'CRELITS 
This requirement ains for every stu~eGt to acquire an 
~nderstaDding at art as a ~•Y of qrticulating experience 
which n6 oiher discipline or methodol~~J can clai~. Courses 
~at1afyi~g this requirement ~re to center on the making, 
~rit1cisrn, tneory, or history cf an or1~inal or interpretiv~ 
art. ~hey are to stress the ~eculiar value of the work of 
art as a for~ of ~nowledge and experience which are ootn 
e>xrressi•;e !i!'!d intellect11>tl. ~H su'.h tiiey !ire to le1:1d tr.e 
studen~ to recogn1:e the sensuous, unique character of the 
work Jf art, the value of which stand• outside the 
conventional ideas nf utility; they are to reveal how 
careful thought and systematic analysis can add to the 
pleasure o_f the vo:-k as well as t.:)tne· understanding of it; 
they are to bring vut hov the vork may hav~ powerful 
ictell~ctual content and be deeply r6oted in a particular G 
trad1tion And the history of ideas.The student must select t 
in different arts disciplines, only one of which may be a tv~_courses 
course. RnetoricPl and expository arts are not to b ~ u 10 I this requirement. e coun ed toward 
e • Fac~s~ principles, and methods develooed by the sciences for 
exp!a1n1ng the physical and biological world 
PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 6 CREDITS 
The intent of this requirement is to involve the student in 
a syste~atic study of the physical universe and the order of 
its 11v1ng and non-living systems. A course in this areas 
must presen~ s~me of the current body of factual knowledge 
of tne disc1pl1ne. Moreover, the student must be made 
acquainted with the present methodology and the 
investigative tools of the discipline. The point, once 
·'if':1nn, is not JUSt to .study about a discipline but to be 
_1ntroduc2d to the practice of it--so that the student can 
0 ~~1n to ~ee how this discipline can be •mployed to find out 
~oout ane s Jorld. Finally, such a·cours•·wouid be expected 
to r~flect an the possibilities and limitations of 
Jci~n~ific theor~es and ~sta, not with the idea of doing 
ph1.osophy of scienct', tiut rather- .. with the jdead of leading 
~hP htadents t~ reflect f0r themselves on what they are -
1l0lng 11nd on whllt they rr:11y ;;xpect or hope fo_r out of it. Ir: 
.um. the requirement on:~ agllin sims for somet~ing between a 
;!e-neral ;;ur·1ey course an11 one so. specific that the st d t ~~~l not ~ain lln ap?reciat~on of the breadth of· the f~e~~. 
~«11le a co'-!rse 1n biology investigating some of the issues 
:" e\nlution ~ould be BCceptable, far example, a course on 
~~mAc An~to~y.would not. The departments open to offer 
• ~u~~ds 3H~is±y1ng this requirement, with the understanding 
n: ~?urse .ha! su~h cour~es would fit the GER suidelines, 
~·: B:olu~y'. (,h1?m1stry, Earth Science, Geography as a 
hy:nc•ll Science, and Physics. The studeni, must select 
·ours':!.''! irom t.ra of th<:?se areas; at leaat one of these 
cour>les must be a laboratory course .. 
i~cts'. principles,- and meth~~s developed by the sciences for 
explaining human behavior in individual and · l soc:!.a settings 
BEHA~IOBAL SCI~NCE!;SOC~AL HCIENCES 9 CREDITS 
ThP pur~ose of this r,~u~rement is to involv~ the student in 
~ ~yotematic study of human behavior in individual and 
"'
0 c 1"11 s e t ti n ,; s • A course i n t h i s 1:1 r P. ll s w i 11 be exp e c t e d to 
p~es~nt_some of tbe current body of factual knowledge of the. 
disc1p}1ne--e.g., its ma.Jar concepts, principles, and 
~xplanatory devices. Furtbermor~, the stud•nt mu~t .be mad~ 
aware of the present methodology and the investi~ative tools 
of the discipline--e.g., laboratory techniques; use of 
experiments, models, theories, laws, facts. And finally--as 
with the physical sciences so with the behav~otal--the 
students .~ill be encouraged to reflect on the.limit• of the 
dieciplinu. In pArticular, it is to be expect~d that some 
of .the ·r.i'1"isive a~ .. d sharp issues aepa.rating the sciences .. and 
acient1ats in this area be brought out,-so that students are 
fully aware· that "knowledge" in· thi"s. area_ is .not to be taken 
as l.4nan:i111oue, .let alone. final• .and s.o .that the studant.s. will 
h<:i enco'.lraged .to think for the111s.elves aboµt- these .issues. 
Or_ce again, taeee courses are to be designed to e:11:pose the 
s';udent to· the breadth of the discipline >by Cllaking ·clearer 
th~ understanding of some of the key issu*s within it. To 
satisry this requirement students mbst t~ke two GER ~ourses 
fro~ two of the following areas: Anthropology, Psychology, 
and Sociology; and one GER course from Economics, Geography 
as a ~ocial Science, and Political Science. 
•· Sy~tematic study of a foreign languag~ 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE J CREDITS 
The aim of t!lis requirem&nt is to introduce the student. to a 
method of learning a foreign language. It is to make clear 
tbat there is a m•thod for the learning of a second language 
anrl tha.t this method is accessible to the studen"t (it is not 
an ~unnatural" act). Moreover, it is.~o emphasize that the 
further study of a foreign language i• or shoula be a live 
option fcir the student. For su6h a methodological approach 
to the study or a foreign language-will enabl~ the studerit 
to continue language study. Foreign languge study should 
not ·only introduce the student to co.mmunication wit.bout 
English but also illuminate the comple~ity of his or her own 
tongue. In part, such a course sh-ould be oriented toward- an 
appreciation of ~he vast variety of our international world, 
and it should en~ourage students ~o participate in that 
world by le•rnin•• second lan1uage.To satisfy this 
requirement the student will be expected to complet~ 
-~atisfact~rily one foreign langua•e course at the elementary 
level or to teat out of such a course.. · 
b; Faets, principles, and methods developed by mathematics for 
studying mathematical reality; 
MATHEMATICS 3 CREDITS 
The aim of this course is to introduce the student to 
mathema~ics ls an area of iriquiry where the theory and the 
excitement of the field may b~ experienced by the student. 
A course in compute~s or ~·~~~~mming would not satisfy this 
requiremen<ll-• .t • ., ......... ,..,. • -rt"'lt) ·• 
i. Facts, prin~iples, and rnetho~~ for un~erstanding a 
non-Weotern civili~ation 
3 CREDITS 
The point of this requirement i~ to reinforce an awarene~s 
of ~he international and mulfi-cultural aspects of our world 
by involving the student i~ the study o~ ~ particular 
no n -We s t e rn . cu l t u re ·or cu 1 t u r a 1 g r o UlJ • S o mu c h o f A ITJ '? r i c an 
thinki~g is insula~--cultur~l awareness and understanding is 
often regional at best--that students nust learn something 
about how to approach perspectives which are not rooted in 
the Western cultural t~adition .. No particular department is 
considered by the Subcommittee to have special claim to this 
requirement, as there are many ways of approaching and 
se•king to,understand a non-Western culture. Furthermore, 
we expect this ~curse to lead to an underst~nding of the 
contemporary- culture. As .in all of CUI'. GERs, we are seeking 
more th'a'n a· surv~y btlt not a highly spe,c,if~c col)r~e ~ Henpe_ 
l1"fJlZ'i · ~;::.i"Jli:~l~;c~m:i(~~ittj};Qlp O.f•. JS th c SJJ1Vr?:'.~lf., }~ p~)l, f,~itl;d ..p.ro.~1l?-i:~\~Y,..~,~ to:§,:~·.\ 
"'· nafrow .\:!l..,fl'~O;P,E!~~ ,wh~~e a·"s"U'.rVey'cif' n.orr.i.Wes-te'rrf- art1 'wtnild 'b€~· 













.! • C-cr:.Rt:i ttition l CREDIT 
7he Subcommittee believes that this state-mandated 
requirement should not belcng to one department or one 
course. we feel that the requirement should not he offered 
wit~in the matrix of any 3 credit ~ER course. 
GER Control 
The Subcommittee wishes to stress t~at the GERs are not a 
departmental matter but a college concern. while the departments 
de~initely are. to have the final decision as to vhat is required f~r a 
maJor--within the limits, perhaps, of an u~per l~mit on the number of 
~curses ~hat may be_ required along with ~?gnates--the College (through 
its Curriculum Committee) must be given the determination as to what 
counts as a G~R. For the GERs represent the College, defining what it 
~tar.ds ~or as·far as undergraduate education in general is concerned. 
what this means is that the task with r~gard to the GERs is just 
begLnni~g. Far after this or some such proposal is accept~d with 
rE·;:ard ta the GEHs, the ·College must tf'.·e it upon itself to administer 
the guidelines of th~ proposal. 
The various departments will be askt"d tc present their own 
proposals befm:e the GER Motdtor C~ttee. Here the GER Sub-
comrnitt1;e urgee that tt.ese courses be scrutinized in terms of 
the· criteria laid down by our proposal in our sections entitled 
"GER Criteria" and 1n the relevant sections of "Specific GER 
Rt?quj.rement:s." 
To further gulde cur proposed GER Monitor Collllllitt:ee. the 
GER ~ubcollllllittee recoir.mcnds the following: 
1. that: double counting between the acade':lllic major and the 
CERs no longer be allowed; however, specific prcgrams with eJrceptional 
problems may petition the Curriculum Committee; 
2. that Introduct:ion to Informarion Resource&, English 
Composition and Spe~ch requ.irements be satisfied within th~ first 
thirty credits at Bridge-.•ater State College; the remnini.ng GERs 
sht:uld be ~ati sf ied prior tc thE: coD'pletion of ninety credits at 
BridgE'water State College; 
3. that tlw currert College policy with re£ards tc test-out 
be retaJ ned; 
4. that -the possibility of a self-designed GER (or of a portion 
uf the GER), in conscltation with the Academic De.Pn and an advisor, be 
encouraged; 
5. that. a Writing Proficiet'.C)' Examination be required"·for 
graduar.ion. Tlie Subcolllllittee note$ that there is an overwhelming 
mandat.e for such a re<iuirement in the Survey results: 8::% of th+.• 
faculty, OVer 93,~ Of uppercJasst11eTI, over 91% of regional employers, 
aver 91% of alumni (classei:; .'76-'82), and over 81% of alumni 
(c!.asses '45-'75) all declared it "important" or "very :!mpc-rtant" 
that a rroficiency ex~m:!.nation in vriting be requi.red in order to 
qualify for graduation. 
DO 'IOU THINl<. . 
C.A-NNl BAlJsm··<~~ii;,cii'Ji~O'Nftr?. 
I Tl·m.IK iT's 
VE.R.'/ DISTASTFUL. 
Hilariousdai.appiica~na'togiveto the opposite sex. OrderNo. 44for 
guys to give to glrll!, or NO. 8& tor girls to give to guys. $2.00 each or 3 
for $5.00 post paid. Satisfaction and laughs guaranteed. 








"It's not supposed to 
be easy for college stu-
dents. At least that's 
what my boyfriend told 
me~. But I wasn't buying 
it. I mean how many fast-
food Friday nights can 
you spend? But 
we didn't have 
the jingle in 
our pockets to 
go anywhere 
else. 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT, CALL OS AT: 
Until we discovered 
TAC/TEMPS. 
See, TAC/TEMPS 
people understand what 
ifs like to be a student. 
And they really do go 
overboard to get you 
interesting work. assign-
ments. I didn't end up 
with anything run-oHhe-
mill, nor did my boyfriend. 
Thanks TAC/TEMPS, 
we're dining on table-
cloths now:' 
~~TAC/ . 
. Jmii:~~~ r, 
CLERICAL/SECRETARIAL, 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
AND ASSEMBLY WORK 
NOW AVAILABLE. 
Equal Opportunit~ Employer. 
Boston, MA .. -. . . . (617) 423-3000 New York, NY . . . . . {212) 687-5213 Philadelphia, PA. . . . (215J 568-4466 
Braintree, MA ... :. (617) 848-9470 Providence, RL.... (401) 272-5410 King of Prussia, PA . (215) 768-0300 
Cambridge, MA. . . . (617) 354-5202 Framingham, MA . . (617) 872-4100 Gaithersburg, MD . . (301) 963-9590 
Waltham, MA ..... , (617) 899-7090 Worcester; MA . . . . (617) 753-0780 Arlington, VA. . . . . . (703) 522-4988 
h .. :"·Salem. MA\< f~;. . . . (617) 'i'.44-2216 Quincy, MA .. , ..... (617) 848-91-70 Vi~nna, VA • . . .. . . . . (703) 893-5260 
:~~;¥B[rlli_l'fft~, MA.·... (617) 273-2500 Nashua, Ni;J .... .;: . (603) 882-4400 .. 'Washin,g~nt I/C. ~ ., , CfID.~J 2_9:~:1?45 
· Lawrenc~J~'" ... (617) 689-0104 Chelmsford,•MA ... (617) 256-6465 Santa Clara, CA .... ·(408) 985-2600 
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He is seen here relaxing after his first rigorous meeting with a 
concerned student-who seemed to believe that the TIJ,e Comment was not 
meeting up to the standards· set by other college newspapers. We believe 
that all his complaints were answered. We haven't hearerl from him since. 
If you have any complaints please fill in this bo:X -+ 0 (Plese print) 
and fee/ freP _, _, Wa/k ln anytime for diSCUSSion. - _:) (Complain. We Dare You) 
P.S. Bring a steak!!!!! 
)i;f;,<,,....,,./ • .ffo)i:.<:"t#.•3~'.~1\1>.'1"4~\,,,,.,.,"'<.'W'~':J.~ 1 '"' i ----------------------------.--------~-------------------· 
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~()~(~MlmiM~ ANNOUNCEMENTS 
I Cliff Myers Dieter's Dilemma I April 24-The Earth Sciences and Geograraphy Club of BSC I Saturday Do you have a friend, roommate, or know of someone who present the lecture, "Ionmicroprobe: A New Tool in Geochemis-.eems to have bad eati9g habits? Do you suspect she may be ,try" at 7:30 p.m. in the Science Lecture Hall. The lecture is free I A ·. •1 27th 1eading towards anorexia or bulimia? ;and refreshments will be served beginning at 7:00 p.m. · prl A fellow Bridgewater State College student .of yours, who is ajApril 2Tfhe 1985 Heritage Day Parade of Bridgewater State 
h . ·~covering bulimic, knows and understandS-Inariy of the problemslCollege will take place on Saturday, April 27 at 12:00 noon. This n the B a}}f O Q 1ou are going through and would like to share her experience with fourt~ a;inual parade spo!1sored by the Student Government 1ou and her approach to recovery. Assoc1at1on of the college is held in the celebration of the 145th 13 d Fl S U April 26.:-The 1nternat1ona1 Student Association resents Inter- Anniversaryoft}l~College'sf~unding.nTheParadewillcoverthe f . . . Q 0 f. • . • 1 nationa. l N. ight to ,b. e held.· . from 8·00 .to 12·00 p mp T. here wil.l be streets ar?und the. center of Bndg.ewater. Look for more details in L . . . · · · · · the next issue of The Comment. . multicultural music, dance, and food (all you can eat) and all sorts ~,.-.c~o ..... c of fun .. Tickets are ~5.00 BSC students and $7.00 for the public. Ma 5 •• B 'd t N' ht h p Look for more details in the April 22 issue of The Comment. MAY7·30 r1 geswa er igd batht eB _ops, Symphony ~fall, B~st?n, 
, . p.m. ponsore y t e ndgewater Alumm Assoc1at1on ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ccl~ratioo~t~l~iliAnci~nuy~ilieColleF.Allti~e~ 




, ~co _____ . 
~ ~·· Open '.til 
........... ,,,.."' ~ (/,\e ~"/>-~ \ . . ~~ ~~o ·~ 5 p.m .. 
:i-3e @ ~". . ·~e1> 9~ c~~. \ ' 
' \,e~ 'i*~ ~o~· ~~~ ~ .~~·· . 1.4 Summer St. 
' ~~o. Next to ~ . Plym. Home 
Nat'I Bank 
! i..•1 •'' 
For,Sale: AM/FM stereo with details at ext. 1287. Ticketsare$19.00. · . 
cassette/8-track, asking $100; 
manual typewriter, asking $25; 
1973 Ford Mustang, Mach I, 8 
cyL 4bbl., rebuilt 351 engine, 
new battery, a/c, FM stereo, 
automatic transmission and 
power brakes, many recent 
parts, asking $4000-Call Lisa 
Marie at 697-9862, leave 
message. 
Lost: Page Alert Beeper. If 
found please call 584-8255. 
Reward! 
F~r Sale Ludwig Drum Set. 4 · 
piece w / hardwa:re. no cymbals,8 · 
inch deep L;udWig Snare. Titan 
heavr d~ty high hat. Asking 
$500 Call Cisc.o 697-6878. 
Wanted: 2 females to rent apart-
ment. 1 from May 1st-August 
31st, I from May 1st on. Own 
rms. Parking. Furnished kitchen 
and living room. Security dep-
osit $120.00. $130.00 per month 
For Sale: Firstquality, veryf~m­
ous running shoes. Only 
$15/pair. Mens and womens. 
866-9836 (eves) or SERS office 
A M's. 
Racquetball Shoes: women's 
very famous brand, first quality 
$15/ pair. 866-9836 eves ·or drop 
by SERS office AMs. 
For Sale: 1984 Fairmont 4 dr. 4 
cyl. $1800. Call Tom {campus 
garage) 7:304:00pm Resp. Couple, early 30s seeks during school year. $115.00 
year round rental. Middleboro, summer months. Contact Cindy 
Plymouth, Carver areas. Refer- or Cathy 697-6377 For Sale. 77-Z-28 Camaro.New 
ences available. Please call 563- .Paint,~ed/ Silver two-tone;New 
5132 evenings. For Sale: Realistic AM/ FM ste- · High p.er_f orina11ce· engine, ··3~,.! 
reo with two 10" speakers and bo.-ed out to a 400 less tftao 
:FOr·s. 74 Fiat l.24 4-door; 4 Technics cassette ·tape deck. I0,000 miles~ dual exhaust~· 4 
cyl. ~/61,000, Al,ltomatic Transr Good condition. Best offer. Ask barrel HoU.ey Carb.; SixtySeries 
25 mpg, -New paint- Bal>y Blue: for Debi-Pope 138 Tireis all arourid w/&eystontt ~uns excellent grea~ commuter cla~sic. rim~., His an4 Mets ~cing: 
tar. I will guarantee caruntil end Wanted: Two JUNIOR ·girls to !r,o.ris~ .N~"1 rea·r·eJ\~ ju~t' 
of senimes~r. -All parr.s and, apply for student apartment. }~,,~~. Thi~ i.s. "~>~~~~µff 
labor. Already .wi.11teriz¢. Ask- Have four girls already. We're -~ .. __."itI".PY~·~.1~y,esteat,~· .. ·l."8 .. 
ing i$950"Firm· Call Ciko 697.- . fun folks, so ff yC>,u'i;e intere.Sted~. · ~1~,8S~o\ls·1~quiriea· el\lyf 687~. · · · call 697-1_5J8 ASAP , . · · "l-' .·· '· · ·~.l~. '. -'. 
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Moakley on Financial Aid-
With all the talk about main-
taining a strong national 
defense, it came as a bit of a 
- shock to me ,~pen President 
Reagan's pr Jpsed fiscal 1986 
education reqest which would 
cut more f1an $1. 7 billion out of 
the nation's higher . education 
budget. 
The :erm national defense 
means more than the size of our 
nucle[ arsenal. It includes an 
arsenal of knowledge: .. a rea-
mned logic that must be culti-
v.ated and nurtured for our 
11ublic good and indeed, our glo-
ml security. 
In this dangerous and com-
::)lex \\Orld, bright minds and 
keen intellects are a commodity 
that we cannot sell short. A Iast-
mg.:pe'a:ce will only be won with 
minds; not bombs. 
Ttri-s- being the case. 1 was dis-
mayed to see the president's 
budget requi::st totally ignore this 
\lt<Ji link in our national defense. 
f\ en more distressing were the 
1;1,l1nb lit' nu F new Education 
~ecretar~. William Bennett, who 
bdieves that the proposed, Rea-
gt~n cuts will only "request stereo 
divestiture, automobile divsti-
ture, and three weeks at the 
beach divestiture." 
Such cynical and out-of-touch 
statements only serve to make 
me question the true motives 
behind these budget cuts. It 
seems to me that the administra-
tion's ultimate goal is to elimi-
nate all federal involvement in 
higher education - and not 
simply cut so-called abuse and 
waste. 
Ironically, Secretary Bennett, 
who according to Education 
Daily, attended Williams Col-
lege· and Harvard University -
hardly inexpensive schools - by 
his own admission received some 
$12,000 in financial aid, at least 
$2000 of which came from the 
federal government. 
In the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts alone, there are 
more than 126,000 graduate and 
post-graduate students who are 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
(GSL) recipients. The adminis-
tration's proposal to limit eligi-
bility for the GSL td those with 
annu~l gross-adjusted income of 
$32,500 or less would negatively 
impact some 40,000 of these stu-
dents, making them ineligible for 
the GSL. 
At Bridgewater State College, 
which is considered a moderate 
cost institution compared to 
many others acro!',s the state, as 
of Jan 3rd. a total of 1,711 stu-
dents were receiving a Guaran-
teed Student Loan. These new 
proposed requirements would 
eliminate 41 percent of these stu-
dents from continuing in the 
program. 
Yes, the budget deficit is a 
major problem facing the coun-
try, and we all agree that it must 
be reduced to an acceptable 
level. The massive budget defic-
its of the past four years have 
nearly doubled our national 
debt. If they are allowed to con-
tinue at the present rate, this 
staggering debt could double 
again to nearly $3 trillion in the 
next four years. 
Without a doubt some federal 
spending must be curtailed, par-
ticularly in the area of military 
sp~nding which has gone from 
$134 billion in budget outlays in 
fiscal 1980 to an estimated 
$287. 7 billion for fiscal 1986. 
The · increase from '85 to '86 
alone is more than $32 billion. 
There is a great deal of waste and 
inefficiency that can be cut from. 
the budget without jeopardizing 
our national security. But 
budget cuts in government, just 
as in privateindustry, should be 
based on a reasoned cost;' benefit 
analysis. 
We must all tighten our belts, 
but the answer to our budgetary 
problem does not lie in unilateral 
and unjustifable cuts. 
Is it cost effective, for exam-
ple, to throw more than one mil- · 
lion students out of the federal 
student assistance program,_ 
endangering their academic 
careers and, incidentally, future 
tax revenues from their post-
college earnings? 
Is it cost effective to tell a fam-
ily with three college aged child-
ren and a combined annual 
income of slightly over $32,500 
that they are not eligible for one 
dime of federal assistance, while 
a family with one college aged 
student and an income of 
$31,000 is eligible for federal 
subsidized and guaranteed 
loans? 
Is it cost effective to tell the 
least fortunate among us that 
even if they strive to achieve aca-
demic excellence, they will be 
barred from attending a college 
of their choice or perhaps any 
post-secondary institution at all, 
not by their ability, but by the 
federal government's unwilling-
ness to award more than $~4,000 
annually to any one student? 
The answer to these questions 
is obviously and undeniably no. 
If we have learned anything at all 
here in Washington, we have 
learned that the federal invest-
ment in education has been a 
wise one. What price do we place 
on the enlightenment of a mind? 
How can we possibly gauge the 
value of an underpdviledged 
child who goes on to earn a pro-
fessional degree? 
The United States has been set 
apart from the rest of the world 
because of the level of education 
in our society. Rather than cut-
ting back on our already under-
funded education budget, we 
should be challenging and edu-
cating our youth to handle the 
pro bl ems of the future, which 
promises to be even more chal-
lenging than what we're cur-
rently facing. 
At any rate, our nation's prob-
lems deserve intelligent solu-
tions. Cutting education budgets 
is not a solution. 
· _ U.S. Rep. Joe· Moakley, 
represents Massachusetts' 9th 
Congressional District. 
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' " DEAR P.J~ 
Dear PJ, 
Three nights ago one of my 
friends was driving home from 
work, but he never made it. 
From out of no where a car 
crossed into his path, he could 
do nothing qy slam on his brakes 
and swerve, hoping. to avoid it. 
There was nothing he could have 
done. He wrapped his car 
around a tree. The driver of the 
other car escaped with little 
injury. My friend, however, suf-
fered multiple injuries and is still 
in critical condition. The driver 
of the other car was a sixteen 
year old, who was drunk. 
P J, I would like to remind stu-
dents that driving while drunk 
can cause an awful lot of pain. 
Students, please don't drive if 
you have been drinking. It's 
warm enough now that you can 
walk to most of the bars around 
campus. Why drive and risk 
never walking again? 
Sad Friend 
Dear Fellow Students, 
As Sad Friend said please· 
don't drive drunk. Each year too 
many people die from drunk· 
driving accidents, while thou-
sands of other people go out 
driving drunk.: 
L-0 -~ 0 ' 1v1ng 
;Horoscope 
Taurus (April 20-May LU) Scorpio (October 23-Novem-
You've got your stuff together, ber 21) You1l love your new 
now it's time to strut it! endevour, give it all you've got! 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) Tues- Sagitt~rius (November 22-
day night will be, your best night December.21)J When in doubt .. 
of the week. Be cool, be cairn, be: .Don?t! , 
yourself. 
Capricoil (December 22-
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Life January 19) You should be 
goes on and so will you. Frankie proud of your accomplis_hments. 
says relax ... don't do it!! This weel.c t~.ey will be many. 
Leo (July 23-August 22) Don't Aquarius (February 19-March 
give up the ship just bail yourself 20) Be cautious of things that 
out. Shore is insight. sound to good to be true. 
Virgo (August 23-September 22) Pisces (February 19-March 20) 
Dogs and kids love you, and so Save· _.energy this week. Keep 
will your new aquaintance. your mouth shut. 
Take it slow and give it time. 
, Aries (March 21-April 19) New 
Libr.a (September 23-0ctober love sometimes becomes old 
22) Have you played your like. 
number today? You should! This 
is your lucky week. . • 
**************** 
Symbiosis 
He was ju·st a body, resting motionless in a warm pool of water. 
His life was free of thought. He saw and felt many ~onderful 
things but could ·tell no one, not even himself. 
He wasn't even aware that he was hungry. 
He was just a mind, adrift on an infinite ocean of emptiness. 
Confusion and fear were his only companions. He spent long 
hours contemplating_ the nature of his existence. "Who am I? 
Where did I come from?- Why am I here?" 
·· He had no knowledge of any outside world, no pain no hunger 
no pur- ·~. 
Someth g was happenning! He felt himself moving and ~e 
couldn't st ' .He was afraid, yet his fear was surpassed by his 
Monqay, April 22, 1985 
l~\·t~l~\\ )l _ '" r I/< . . .MV JJ 
76-61\~ AT A 1<.u&tf 
oomPJ! / 
JV h1J t Y-/Je 
Words ot Wisdom 
c ( 
"Be thankful we never get every-
thing we deserve. n 
curiousity . ... _ . . . . .· ·.·· . . . . ... . . ... . . . . .. . . .. · He felt· hands: "ba'rge' wa~•:fl•r!Js~li!ltit"~Heeiittfas~~""~'· «""'""··· ····~,,~,, .. ,,., .. , .. ,.,"111SCOr3'ant ·rd/;::k:'Or'>'[)e7z7lfi0r~ .. •· 
harmonious, harsh, jarring of his body a0;d guided him~ Brilliant Hght .explod~d into .. his 
world. Large strange objects.moved around h1m,lo.okmg at,h1m. 
19 
He didn't know ·what they were or what they wanted of hint He 





wa'.fiied someone to feed him. After all, he was Just a baby. 
Why did the monkey fall out of 
the tree? 





It's a whole lot 
more than 
fun and games! , 
The minor in recreation is an 
opportunity for undergraduate 
students majoring in a wide '' 
variety of academic disciplines 
to gain greater insights, 
knowledge; and experience for 
careers in human service, 
recreation, and leisure service 
agencies. 
Emphasis in the Recreation 
Minor, may be focused·on one 







For further information about 
the ·Recreation Minor, contact: 
Prof. Janice Harris-
Dept. of Health, Physkal 
Education, · Recreation at 
Kelley 'Gymnasium. Tel: 











What do Irish Wristwatches and 




W oTd Sear ch· 
B B L L A. B T ·o 0 F 
GATEGNIXOB 
NSSOCMHDBE 
I E I K- R E C C 0 S 
LBNYEKCOHS 
SLEFLZB-CVR 
. ) IBDDDDlE · .. DDDDOD . · 
·00000000 
E L T 0 R. 0 S A B C 
R· U G B Y B G N L· A. 
'****************************' Last Week's An·sw~r: 
TEACHER: How long can I 
teach here for? 
ADMINISTRATOR: Probably about 
. . 'T E N U R E S . **** 
**'***** ***************** . ·'· 
WS N.l MM-I WS L 
l. Baseball 
2 .. Basketball 
3. Boxing 
4. Football 
.+_., ...... s .. Golf-:- . 
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Neal-Kelly Paula Kiifoyie Henry Beckvold Earl Innis 
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Amar Lakshmipathy Steven Anderson Mark Arpino 








Dominic Puliafico '··"'''·• 
Jac.k Flynn ' ·-~'"" 
Scott Purtell 
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Daniel Wrightington Steven Holsberg Paul Ardlzzoni , John Bell 
LOVE IT! 
